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Message
Training Institute for Technical Instruction (TITI) formerly known as Technical Instructors Training
Institute began its journey with an aim to produce trained human resources needed for Technical
Education and Vocational Training (TEVT) 25 years ago, with its programs and services mandated
by the Act of the Council for Technical Education and Vocational Training (CTEVT). During these
years TITI has played a very important contribution toward capacity building of TEVT sub-sector
in the nation being rigorously engaged in training and development of instructors, managers and
curriculum developers. And through all these years of hard work, dedication and professional
expertise have made it possible for TITI to establish itself as a reputed and recognized training
institution not only in Nepal but also in other countries. For this outstanding achievement, I would
like to thank Ministry of Education Nepal and CTEVT for their continued supports, also to those
who has been involved, supported and contributed for development of TITI. I extend my cordial
thanks and appreciation to the Swiss Government, Swiss Agency for Development & Cooperation
(SDC) for assistance supports received in the development and promotion of TITI in early crucial
years. CTEVT; Ministry; Staff members and all the agencies, people and well wishers of TITI.
Now TITI has landed in its second stage of development with even more responsibility as well
as an enormous challenge of developing trainers for TEVT sub-sector which is gaining the
momentum of expansion and development, especially with mainstreaming of TEVT in school
level. Yet another milestone that TITI has to accomplish developing professional trainers, managers
and leaders in TEVT sub-sector and contribute to the expansion and strengthening the quality of
TEVT in Nepal. I wish TITI continues to be strong technical training institution which develops
image as synonymous for quality when it comes to train the human resource needed for TEVT
sector.
I extend my best wished to TITI to overcome the challenges and harness the opportunities to
respond to the growing demand of trained professionals in the TEVT sub-sector and expand its
recognition as quality technical training institution globally.

_____________________
Prof. Tanka Nath Sharma
Chairperson Managing Board
(March, 2013 – March, 2017)

John Collum was employed by
Swisscontact, Zurich, Switzerland for Nepal
in1993 as Education Specialist and was
deputed in Training Institute for Technical
Instruction (TITI) at Bhaktapur, Nepal.
Collum served as Swisscontct regional
expert in instructor training and curriculum
development area. He was also assigned
for projects in Sri Lanka and Vietnam
through TITI. As an education specialist,
Collum exhibited high quality performance
and became a center of attraction in the
field of training and development in Nepal
in a very short period.
John Collum had started his career as
surveying instructor in Atlanta, Georgia,
USA, in the mid-seventies. He developed
a totally competency- based, open entry,

open exit, mastery based program there.
The program he implemented got national
recognition in USA. His dedication to this
contribution led him to receive his doctorate
degree in DACUM curriculum development
process at Georgia, State University. After
receiving his degree, the university
appointed him as lecturer.
He served 15 years at the University. He
developed and taught numerous courses on
curriculum and training, advised doctoral
students, worked on curriculum and training
projects for Jamaica, Saudi Arabia and
South Korea and trained over 1000 technical
instructors.
Collum resigned from the University in
1993 to serve TITI, Nepal through Swiss

Contact. He developed and implemented
hundreds of long term and short term
training programs and courses in the area
of curriculum development, instruction,
management and community development
to improve the quality of TVET. He also
prepared high quality learning materials
required for TVET development. The long
term programs includes diploma and
advanced diploma for instructors and
schools managers and the short term training
courses are Training of Trainers (ToT) series
like skills, knowledge, visualization and
evaluation, DACUM curriculum
development, Management skills, Project
management etc. As learning materials,
Collum developed many skill and concept

cards and also introduced a system to
develop the now famous skill/concept cards.
This card system became very popular in
the region. Srilanka and Vietnam have
already translated these card to their local
language. TITI has also translated 50% of
the cards into Nepali. For this card system
TITI received the Knowledge Management
Oscar 2005 award by Switzerland.
Collum passed away at the age of 61 at his
residence in Nepal. Although he has
physically left us, his contribution for TITI
and Nepal will be alive forever.
May his soul rest in peace.

The education programs and the
employment opportunities are general
education biased and to an extent are more
pro-privileged than pro-poor. If the
education of technical and vocational
education, training was emphasized right
from the school level, the picture would
have been different. The exodus of Nepalese
youths would have been negligible.
Economically speaking, the large
proportions (almost 73%) of the population
make their livelihood through agriculture.
Looking at the education on the training of
elementary to secondary levels, very little
emphasis is given to agriculture.
Looking at the overall employment
prospects in the public sector jobs like
teaching, civil service administration, arm
force, police force etc. the minimum
education of certain level and physical
strength are required which the poorer sector
youths are lacking very much.
Almost 54 percent of the working age
population is of 15 to 59 age group. Those
below 15 are probably in school and those

above 59 are considered old age population
for works. If we look at the statistics, we
find that the survival rate or the cohort out
of every hundred child who enter grade one
only forty probably reach grade ten and if
we look at the success rate of those who
take school leaving certificate examination
only twenty succeed. The eighty percent
who are left out are neither possessing
qualification for entry to government nor
have learnt any employable skills. They are
mostly from the poorer section of the
population.
The agriculture sector, industrial sector,
construction sector, health sector and service
sector jobs needs modern skills and the
opportunities for acquiring them appear
very low.
In the developed and the developing
countries, the private sector appears to be
the main employer. Here in Nepal, the
private sector has not been strong yet to
take care of them. Imparting of the
employable skills to the younger generation
youths would have been suitable way out.

The youth of elementary level to graduate
level should have been given exits for
technical vocational education training,
which indeed are of different kinds.
Current population of say 28 million would
be roughly accommodated in about six
million families. Assuming that in each
family two will be in schools, two will be
working and two are probably retired. The
two of the working age groups must be
equipped with qualification or skill to earn
a job. If they don’t have that, the meeting
of the subsistence expenses of the family
will be hard. If the youth can’t climb up
much for academic or financial reasons,
they must be given suitable option. The
option could be to equip them with skills.
If we assume that elementary education is
free and compulsory, which is common in
developed world the first exit should land
at skill training opportunities in their
neighborhoods. They could be in the areas
of agriculture, engineering, health science,
service sectors or so. The opportunities
must not be for few but for many. The
governments of the countries are taking

such responsibilities.
The present system of education or of the
human resource development in Nepal does
not seem to have that adequately. At least,
short duration courses of six to seven months
could have equipped the youths with
employment prospects.
The TEVT access are needed at every other
exits like grade ten, grade twelve (or
thirteen), and at bachelor or equivalent
levels. But all such trainings must have
greater emphasis on skill learning.
The entire approach to TEVT sector
management now needs thorough over
hauling, particularly in the context of
implementing the federal system. Now the
new system expects the operation and
management from the top (or central) level
to the province level and even to the grass
root level.
The guiding principles, though, would
center on –
· enhancing the dignity of skilled labor,
· providing the suitable career path to
skilled workforce,

·

keeping a reliable and acceptable
accreditation system to enhance the
prospects of earning the higher wages
whether they work in their own country
or elsewhere or even for self
employment,

·

In the revised norms prescribed for TEVT,
following features appear crucial –
·
·
·

·

·

·

·

the instructors themselves should be
skilled first,
they should be teaching not through
black board, chalk duster and lecture
and text books use and examination
system mode but should be teaching
by working with the trainees
themselves where full skill proficiency
is desired to be declared successful,
the qualifications of the instructors
should not be the higher level university
degrees only but must have skill
certificates, diplomas, or technical
training degrees,
the funding, monitoring and evaluating
the skill trainings should be jointly
carried out or started by the industries,
the employers, the labor department
officials and the human resource
development agencies,
the excessive dependence on donors
or nongovernment agencies have to be
minimized,
the government should not be taking
the quality controlling responsibility
by themselves and putting all blames
of unsuccessful results or low rates of

·

returns to the executing institutions
alone. They should be prepared to take
responsibilities of lapses also,
there are now excellent operational
models available in developed or
rapidly advancing countries for TEVT
management. We can choose the
appropriate model that suits to our
development needs,
a plan should be prepared for longer
terms say ten years or twenty five
years. No policy with frequent
changing the strategy can be considered
a good policy,
the TEVT education system must have
close link, with higher education
system, relevant governmental
departments (like industry, labor,
agriculture health, tourism, social
services) simultaneously,

These may be taken, though as stray
thoughts, but the experience. I could gather
through the department of education in
general and higher education and technical
vocational education training in particular
have inspired me to speak my mind here.
I hope, that the suggestions expressed here
not only provide a food for thought for
technical vocational education and training
but also enhances the economic growth rate
of the country along with correcting the
serious imbalance on the exports and
imports profile of the nation too.
April 18, 2017

l6cfOl6cfO{ g]kfn ;/sf/ / :jL; ;/sf/sf]
;+oQ' m nufgLdf :yflkt ;/sf/L ;+:yf xf] . o;sf]
:yfkgf l;6LOle6L cGtu{tsf] Ps ;+:yfsf] ?kdf
@)$* ;fndf ePsf] xf] . dnfO{ ;+of]uaz o;
;+:yfsf] ;+:yfks lgb]{zs x'g] ;f}efUo ldNof] .
d}n] cfk\mgf] sfd ;'? ug]{ j|mddf k|fh
] S] 6 l8hfOg,
ejg lgdf{0f, gLlt lgdf{0f, kf7\oj|md lgdf{0f,
k|lzIfs 5gf]6, k|lzIfs tof/L, lzIf0f ;fdu|L
lgdf{0f, k|lzIffyL{ 5gf]6, sIff ;+rfng Pj+ ;+:yfsf]
k"/f Joj:yfkgsf] lhDd]jf/L axg u/]F . d}n]
cfk\mgf sl/a Ps bzssf cg'ejx¿ oxfF /fVg]
k|of; u/]sf] 5' .
rfnL;sf] bzsdf g]kfndf sl/a Ps bh{g ljz]if
;'ljwf ;DkÌ k|fljlws lzIffnox¿ sf7df8f}+,
h'Dnf, lh/L, wgs'6f, nxfg, bfª, g]kfnu~hdf
v'ln;s]sf lyP . To;}u/L ;/sf/L, u}/;/sf/L,
/ lghL :t/df klg ;}of}+ k|fljlws tflnd s]Gb|x¿
;+rfng e}/x]sf lyP . tL ;+:yfx¿df of]Uo Pj+
bIf k|lzIfs / Joj:yfkssf] clt g} vfFrf] dx;';
ul/Psf] lyof] . of] vfFrf] k"/f ug{ l6cfOl6cfO{sf]
:yfkgf ul/Psf] lyof] . :yfkgf ug]{ j|mddf ;xof]uL
bftfsf] vf]hL, hUufsf] 5gf]6, hUuf clws/0f,

k|f]h]S6 l8hfOg, lalN8ª l8hfOg, gLlt lgdf{0f,
kf7\oj|md l8hfOg, l6dljlN8ª / tflnd kl/rfngsf]
sfd cfk\mg} cu|;/tfdf ug{ yfn]+ . tLg jif{leqdf
;a}sf] ;xof]u / k|efjsf/L l6djs{sf] sf/0fn]
of] /fd| f ] k| f ] h ] S 6sf] ¿kdf b] l vg yfNof] .
k|fh
] S] 6 l8hfOgsf] j|mddf 6Lo'sf] ;fgf]l7dL SofDk;
oxL p2]Zon] ag]sf] ;+:yf ePsf], Joj;flos
sfo{zfnfx¿ klg ePsf], Joj;flos lzIfs aÌ]
ljBfyL{ geP/ vfln ePsf]n] To;nfO{ k'gtf{hLs/0f
u/]/ x'g ;S5 ls eg]/ sf]l;; ul/of] . SofDk;
;}of}+ k|zf;lgs sd{rf/Ln] vrfvr el/Psf] t/
k|fljlws k|lzIfs z"Gok|foM ePsf] / l6o' Joj:yfkg
o; sfddf nrsbf/ / OR5's gb]lvPsf]n]
k'gtf{hLs/0fsf] sfd x'g ;s]g .
kl5 l;l6Ole6Lsf] Pl8aL k|fh
] S] 6 cfpFbf h]l6P;
/ lal6l6;Ldf l6r/ 6«]lgª zfvf yKg] k|:tfj
cfof] . P;l8;Ln] To;f] ug{'eGbf 5'6\6} ;+:yf
agfpg plrt x'g] ljrf/ JoQm u/]kl5 o; sfdsf]
lhDdf l;l6Ole6Lsf tTsfnLg sfo{sf/L lgb]z
{ s
8f= ;'/z
] /fh zdf{n] dnfO{ lbg'eof] . ;Defjgf
cWoogsf] l;nl;nfdf P;l8;L lgb]z
{ snfO{ k6s

k6s e]6\g'kYof]{ .
x/]s e]6df …of] k|fh
] S] 6 @) jif{sf] x'gk' 5{, % jif{df
lzIffdf s'g} k|efjsf/L sfd ug{ ;lsFb}gÚ egL
d}n] P;l8;Lsf lgb]{zsnfO{ k|:tfj /fv]+ . pgn]
o;sf] k'i6\ofOF dfu] . k'i6\ofOF lbFb} d}n] eg],+
…lzIffsf] k|f]h]S6, lgdf{0f of]hgf h:tf] 5f]6f] x'g
;Sb}g . 5f]6f] ;dodf lzIffdf s'g} kl/0ffd
lgsfNg ;lsFbg} . To;df klg Joj;flos k|lzIfs
/ Joj:yfks tof/ ug]{ ;+:yfsf] :yfkgf . aL;
jif{sf] k|fh
] S] 6 cjlwdf of]Uo k|lzIfsx¿ pTkfbg
eP/ k|fljlws lzIff ljsf;df w]/} ;xof]u k'Ug
;S5Ú o;kl5 :jL; kIf ljZj:t eof] / k|fh
] S] 6
8s'd]G6 tof/ eof] .
;+:yf :yfkgfsf] j|mddf hUuf k|fKt ug{'k¥of] .
ejg, sIffsf] 7 f, sfo{ z fnf, 5fqfaf; aÌ
kof]{ . ;+:yfsf] gLltlgod, kf7\oj|md, kf7\o;fdu|L
aÌ' kof]{ . cGt/f{li6«o k|fljlws l6d 5gf]6 /
tof/ x'g'kof]{ . tflnd k|bfg ug]{ of]Uo k|lzIfs
5gf]6 u/L tflnd lbg'kof]{ . s]xL k|lzIfsx¿nfO{
cGt/f{li6«o :t/df dfi6;{\ jf lkPr\ 8L cWoog;Dd
u/fpg' kof]{ . clg tflnd ;'? ug{k' of]{ . tflndsf]
dfGotf lng'kof]{ . k|f]h]S6 cjlwleq} s]xL ;osf]
;+ V ofdf tflnd k| f Kt k| l zIfs pTkfbg
ug{'kof]{ . tflndsf] dlg6l/ª ub}{ Sjfln6L ;'wf/
ub}{ hfg'kof]{ eg]kl5 :jL;sf] lrQ a'´\of] . t/
pgn] Pp6f ;t{ /fv] M …To;f] eP ltdLn] slDtdf
& jif{ lgb]z
{ s eO{ sfd ug{k' 5{ .Ú d}n] x'G5 eg+,]
olb l;l6Ole6Ln] /flv/fVof] eg]+ eGg] ;t{df .

aL; jif]{ ;d´bf/Lsf ;fy ;D´f}tf eof] g]kfn
;/sf/ / :jL; ;/sf/sfaLr .
dflyof; ofu/, hf]xg snd ;lxt $ hgf ljz]if1
cfP . ejg lgdf{0f, kf7\oj|md lgdf{0f, k|lzIfs
5gf]6 / tof/L, sfof{zfnf lgdf{0f, kf7\o;fdu|L
tof/L Ps};fy x'g yfNof] . ejgsf] Sjfln6L
sfod ug{ x/]s xKtf ut xKtfsf] lgdf{0f sfdsf]
Sjfln6L x]g,{] cfpg] xKtf s] sfd ug],{ s'g :t/sf]
lgdf{0f ;fdu|L k|of]u ug],{ s'g Sjflnl6sf sfdbf/
/fVg] eÌ] lg0f{o x'Gy] . zdf{ PG8 sG:6«;g
skDgLsf 7]s]bf/ /d]z zdf{n] eg] h:tf] u/fO
lbGy] s'g} s'/fdf sGh';L gu/L . KnlDjª / kmlg{r/
lgdf{0f lj6L6L;Lsf ljBfyL{n] u/]sf lyP . tf]lsPsf]
;doleq Sjfln6L ejg tof/ eof] . ;fy;fy}
;+ : yfsf] cfGtl/s gLltlgod, kf7\ o j| m d /
kf7\o;fdu|L klg tof/ eof] . ;'?df b]jL bfxfn,
8f= cZn]iff zdf{, / d eP/ k|lzIf0fsf] sfd ;'?
uofF}{ .
l6cfOl6cfO{ :yfkgfsf] j|mddf hLjge/ :jb]z
/ ljb]zaf6 ;+ufn]sf cg'ejx¿nfO{ k|of]udf
Nofpg] sf]l;; ul/of] . k|fKt ljb]zL 6]lSgsn
PS;k6{x¿af6 clwstd l;Sg] jftfj/0f l;h{gf
ul/of] . Joj:yfkgdf :jL; ljz]if1x¿af6 w]/}
l;lsof] eg] k|fl1s / tflnd If]qdf 8f= hf]xg
sndaf6 clåtLo ?kdf l;Sg] df}sf ;a}nfO{
ldNof] . s'g} klg k|lzIf0f k|lti7fgdf k|lzIffyL{
;aeGbf dxTjk"0f{ x'G5g\ / k|lzIfsx¿ ;aeGbf
zlQmzfnL x'G5g\ eÌ] tYonfO{ dWogh/ /fvL

d]l/l6i6 JolQmx¿ 5fg]/ !* dlxgf k|lzIf0f lbO{
zlQmzfnL k|lzIfs lgo'lQm ul/of] . k|lzIfssf]
zlQm k|fljlws 1fg;Lk, lzIf0f snf / g/d
;Lkleq n's]sf] x'G5 .
:yfkgf sfn b]lvg} :t/Lo ;+:yf agfpg ul/Psf
k|of;x¿ o:tf lyP M -!_ alnof] / ;'Gb/ ejg
lgdf{0f, -@_ dgdf]xs au}r
+ f / ;kmfO -#_ j}slNks
pmhf{ / kfgLsf] Joj:yf, -$_ cTofw'lgs sIffsf]7f,
rd]gf3/ / clkm;, -%_ k|fljlws sfo{zfnfx¿,
-^_ nfOa|]/LO{nfOa|]/L M l/;r{ hg{n ;lxt -&_
!
nrsbf/ / ;+ j ] b gzLn gLlt lgod, -*_
l6cfOl6cfO{af6} sd{rf/L 5gf]6, lgo'QmL / t}of/L
!
-(_ l6d–6Llrª -!!_ k|lzIfsk|lzIffyL{sf]
;fKtflxs d"NofÍg, -!!_ dfOj|mf] l6lrª, -!@_
lzIf0f;Lk / Joj:yfkg;Lksf df]8\o'n/ 6«]lgª
Kofs]hx¿, -!#_ x/]s ;Lk ;DaGwL l:sn sf8{
lgdf{0f, -!$_ sd{rf/Lsf] Og xfp; 6«]lgª, -!%_
tflnddf cfpg] u|fxsx¿sf] ;Gt'li6, -!^_ ;zQm
Joj:yfkg ;ldlt, -!&_ :jL;k|f]h]S6 ;+hfndf
ljb]zdf / ljb]zLx¿nfO{ g]kfndf tflnd, -!*_
;+:yaf6 x'g] ;]jfsf] ;zQm dfs]l{ 6ªÙ -!(_ ;+:yfnfO{
lk|el] G6e / s/]lS6e d]G6]gG] ; ug]{ tflnd, k4lt
/ ;| f ] t sf] Joj:yf cflb w] / } k| o f;x¿ .
o; k|sf/sf cGo ;+:yfsf] t'ngfdf P]n] klg of]
;+:yf /fd|f] 5 . oxfF b]lvPsf ;an kIfx¿ oL

x'g\ M -!_ ;+:yfsf] dfu /fd|f] 5, x/]s sIffsf]7f
x/]s lbg vrfvr tflndn] el/Psf] 5Ù -@_
;+:yfsf] sdfO /fd|f] 5, ;/sf/L ah]6df s6f}lt
u/]/ klg art /fd|f] 5Ù -#_ k|lzIfs sd{rf/Lx¿sf]
sfd / nugzLntf /fd|f] 5, ;dosf] kfngf,
u|fxsx¿sf] ;Gt'li6sf] nflu k|oTgzLn /xg], /
;+:yfsf] nflu k"/f ;do sfd ug]{ afgLÙ -$_ k"/f
t}of/Lsf ;fy k|lzIfsx¿ sIffsf]7fdf hfg]Ù
-%_ cg'ejL u]i6k|lzIfs Nofpg]Ù -^_ :jb]z /
ljb] z df ul/g] tflnddf lg/Gt/tf lbg]
k|of;x¿ .
l6cfOl6cfO{nfO{ lhpFbf] / :t/o'Qm ;+:yfsf] ?kdf
/fVg ;w}+ o;}df ;Gt'i6 eP/ a:g' x'bF g} . g]kfndf
o:tf lzIf0f ;+:yfx¿sf] cfo' / a};
+ Tolt nfdf]
b]lvPsf] 5}g . lqrGb|, cd[t ;fOG;, z+s/b]j
gfdL lyPÙ ljb\ofyL{sf lk|o lyP . P]n] s] 5g\ eÌ
;lsFbg} . ljZjljBfnosf ;+:yfx¿ / k\mofsN6Lx¿
b|'t ultn] vl:sb} u}/x]sf 5g\ . slt lzIf0f
;+:yfgx¿ / k\mofsN6Lx¿ d[t cj:yfdf 5g\ .
d[t ;+:yfsf] nIf0f x'G5 M eTs]sf] kmf]xf]/ ejg,
kmf]x/ jftfj/0f, w]/} lzIfs, yf]/} ljBfyL{, w]/}
sd{rf/L, w]/} /fhgLlt, d'l:snn] tnj lbg k'Ug]
ah]6, k'/fgf kmlg{r/, k'/fgf] kf7\oj|md, k'/fgf
kf7\o;fdu|L, d/dt;+ef/ gePsf], k'/fgf] lrGtg
/ k'/fgf] sfd ug]{ z}nL . sf7df8f}+ ljZjljBfnonfO{
:yfkgf u/]/ l56} xf]gxf/ hjfgLdf k'¥ofO lbg'eof]

8f= ;'/]z/fh zdf{n] . ca of] a}+; slt nfdf]
hfG5 M k':tf}k+ :' tf b]Vg ;lsG5 . lzIf0f ;+:yfsf]
hLjg cgGt x'g ;S5 . ;w}F hjfg /xg ;S5,
olb ;+:yfnfO{ hLjGt / :t/o'Qm /fVg] k|of;
e}/Xof] eg]Ù ;+:yfk|d'v OR5's, ;Ifd, ;r]t,
l;ls/xg] / ;+:yfk|]dL /Xof] eg] jf /xg lbOof]
eg] .
l6cfOl6cfO{nfO{ lhpFbf] / :t/o'Qm ;+:yfsf] ?kdf
/flv/fVg k|fl1s Sjfln6L ;'wf/, d]G6]gG] ; / ;]jflj:tf/ ug{ h?/L b]lvG5 . k|fl1s Sjfln6L eÌfn]
l;Sg]l;sfpg]x¿sf] ;Gt'li6, /f]huf/bftfx¿sf]
;Gt'li6, ;/sf/ / pkef]ustf{x¿sf] ;dt'li6nfO
a'´g\ ' kb{5 . lxhf] h'g s'/f Sjfln6L dflgGYof]
Tof] cfh Sjfln6L gx'g ;S5Ù h'g s'/fnfO{ cfh
Sjfln6L elgPsf] 5Ù Tof] ef]ln Sjfln6Lsf] gx'g
;S5 . Sjfln6L ;w}F kl/jt{g e}/xG5 . Sjfln6L
;wF} ljsl;t e}/xG5 . To;}n], l6cfOl6cfO{df
tflnd k|f]u|fd, kf7\oj|md, l:sn sf8{, k|lzIf0f
ljlw / kf7\o;fdu|L lg/Gt/ ck8]6 eO/xg'
k5{ . Toltdfq xf]Og, k|lzIfs / sd{rf/Lx¿ klg
ck8]6 eO/xg' k5{ . gofF :6fkm ln+bf uPsf] eGbf
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TITI celebrates 25th anniversary of its
establishment. TITI always was and still is
a unique institution. However, for me
personally TITI is much more than just an
institution. It is a thrilling experience, and
one of the most important stages in my
professional career. I had the privilege to
be appointed as the first team leader to
establish TITI as a national institute, and
to resume responsibility as its first codirector.
As per the original planning, TITI would
have already celebrated its 27th anniversary.
The project was scheduled to start in 1990.
When the Swisscontact forward team
arrived in Nepal, we had a tentative planning
document, a laptop with a 20MB hard disk,
and a bunch of experiences and ideas in
our luggage. However, the political situation
with the transition from the Panchayat
system to a multi-party democracy delayed
the project. The forward team took this as
chance to re-visit the project concept, design

and approach.
As per the original concept, TITI would
have been a rather different institution. It
would have been established in Dharan
attached to the Purwanchal Engineering
Campus. Pre-service training for future
instructors, primarily in occupational skills,
would have been its core business.
Accordingly, a major share of the budget
was earmarked for the establishment of
workshops. Interactions with the then very
newly established CTEVT disclosed serious
bottlenecks of this concept:
·

·

Making pre-service training a
compulsory pre-condition for
employment as instructor in technical
schools was politically unrealistic.
Despite all the new technical schools
planned under a huge ADB project, the
number of instructors per trade would
have been too small to justify the
establishment of big training workshops
for occupational skills training of

·

instructors. This was likely to result in
another white elephant.
The establishment of TITI in the Terai
would have compromised its status and
reputation as national institution. In
those days, a decentralised national
institute would have had substantial
difficulties to attract, and even more
to retain the necessary staff.

On this background, and in cooperation
with CTEVT and SDC as funding agency,
the Swisscontact forward team turned the
planning up-side down and developed the
concept of the institution which now
celebrates its 25th anniversary.
I served as some sort of midwife for TITI
and had the privilege to guide it through its
early childhood days. Other people
accompanied it through the adolescence
and into adulthood. However, browsing
now, more than 20 years later, through my
end-of-assignment report of 1996, I find a
couple of observations which already then
hinted at the later success factors:

Planning horizon and patience
Education, training and institutional
development take time. Success and impact
is not achievable within the life-time of a
project phase. This holds even more true
for a project working with multiplicators.
TITI had a long-term planning horizon.

Already the first project document spoke
of a tentative project duration and potential
Swiss support of up to 20 years. With such
a planning horizon in mind, the donor also
did not lose patience and confidence, after
the project had a somehow bumpy start and
took a few months to find its route. What
a difference to the present generation of
skills and employment projects, which
expect not only training results, but even
massive employment impacts already in
early stages of project implementation.

Legal status and Identity
TITI was a new type of institution in Nepal.
It was neither a technical school, nor a
department of CTEVT, nor a university
institute. For some stakeholders, this was
a difficult process to understand and to find
solutions for an adequate status. The TITI
bye-laws were a difficult, but crucial step.
However, bye-laws define a legal status,
but they are only the foundation on which
an institution can develop its own and
distinct identity. The reputation of an
institution, the pride of being a member of
TITI, the ambition to become a member of
this institution, is not an administrative act.
It is a process which develops over time.
The TITI pioneer generation could only lay
the foundation, whereas the following
generations did a marvellous job further
developing and building on it.

Staffing
In the early days staffing was a challenging
issue. The newly founded CTEVT, a big
ADB project with a massive fellowship
program and the construction of four new
technical schools, attracted and absorbed
the anyhow scarce human resources. TITI
was left with managerial staff, international
experts and juniors. The project had to find
innovative ways out of this deadlock. In
the sense of a coup it decided to develop
and offer a 2-years diploma program with
open and competitive admission. The idea
behind was to provide CTEVT with a group
of fresh and competent potential teachers
and instructors, and, even more, to retain
the best performers as future master trainers
for TITI. This developed into a real success
story and gave TITI the necessary boost.
Graduates from this first course developed
a high identity with the institution, they
developed a common philosophy,
terminology and working culture, and they
formed the nucleus of the first generation
of master trainers. The program itself was
the basis for the B.Tech.Ed., which is still
part of the TITI portfolio.

Flexible program concept
In principle, it is much easier to start a new
institution with regular long-term programs
and go more flexible over time, then to start
with full flexibility and standardise later.
As per the original planning with pre-service

training for future instructors, this would
also have been the idea for TITI.
However, the lack of institutional
commitment to make pre-service training
a compulsory pre-requisite for employment
in technical schools, and to introduce quality
standards for existing teachers and
instructors, did not leave TITI a choice and
forced the young institution into a highly
flexible program concept.
TITI accepted this challenge and converted
it into an asset. This was the origin of what
we called in those days the “Brick Approach
to Instructors Training”. Skill Cards were
the bricks.

Skill Cards and Skill Files
Skill Cards always were and still are THE
backbone of the TITI approach. They
developed into a brand and the unique
selling product of TITI. However, the Skill
Cards are the visible product, whereas the
skill files are less visible for the outside
world. For the institution, at least in its early
stages, the skill file system was of equal
importance: The skill card/skill file system
was a documentation system where the
contents belong to the institution and not
to the individual trainers stored in their
private desks or computers.

Combination of learning strategies to

modular programs
Learning not only takes place in classroom
settings and training workshops. This
already hold true before e-learning entered
the world of training. TITI started at an
early stage to combine various learning
strategies to modular programs.
Individualised learning contracts and tailormade practice periods and internships
amended and blended classroom learning.

Premises
After his recent visit to Nepal, a friend told
me, that entering the TITI premises is still
now, even after 25 years, like entering a
different world. The main credit for the
present state of the premises does not go to
the high-quality construction, but to the
persistent maintenance. Functional design,
quality construction and equipment is at
best the foundation for this. Maintenance
again is not primarily a technical issue, but
rather the result of a mindset, a deeply
rooted institutional culture. Obviously, the
pioneer generation laid the adequate
foundation, and TITI was able to transfer
this sense of ownership and pride on
properly maintained premises from one
management team to the next.

Overseas assignments
International assignments with spreading
the skill cards, instructional skills training
and training of DACUM facilitators in many

parts of the world, is a decisive factor for
the reputation of TITI. At the same time it
substantially supported to develop,
strengthen and anchor TITI as national
institution, and to attract people. During
my time, in the early days of TITI, such
assignments built by international experts
with junior Nepali staff as their assistants
and trainees. In later years, hopping as
international consultant and VET expert
through the world, I was extremely delighted
and proud whenever I found somewhere in
the world a skill card translated in whichever
language, or meeting Nepali trainers
providing training in any Asian, African or
Eastern European country.
And last but not least, selected elements of
TITI were even re-exported to Switzerland.
DACUM charts reached Switzerland via
TITI, and TITI served as role model for the
establishment of a first institute for
University didactics.

International experts
At least for the first generation of TITI
trainers, the international expert team is
irrevocably linked to the names of their big
gurus, the late Dr. John Collum and Dr.
Rudolf Batliner. And indeed, the two
experts, an American, and a man from the
tiny principality of Liechtenstein, formed
a dream team to provide world class training
of trainers and to develop the skill card

system; till now the backbone of the TITI
programs. However, this is not the end of
the story. The two key experts were an
integral part of international expert teams.
Swisscontact as implementing agency
managed throughout the project duration
to recruit and deploy experts with rather
different characters, approaches and skills,
but always the adequate ones for the
respective phases in the project life cycle:
Concept development, establishment and
the early childhood requires different

expertise than the adolescence, adulthood
and weaning off. TITI was lucky enough
to have international expert teams building
on the assets of their respective
predecessors, further developing them, and
avoiding abrupt and arbitrary changes.
With the feelings of a grandfather I’m proud
to congratulate TITI on the 25th anniversary,
and to wish it continuous success and further
development for the next decade.

6 out of 25 years – my contribution
I had the pleasure to work at TITI from
1996 to 2002 in the function of Chief
Technical Advisor. Now, after 14 years, I
am back again as back stopper to the
National Vocational Qualification System
Project and facing the request to contribute
to the celebration of 25 years of TITI’s
establishment with an article. Akim Shrestha
was so nice to say that the topic can be of
my choice. I appreciate this freedom very
much.

Introduction
The key success factor of any training is
the expertise of the instructors and the
context in which instruction is provided. I
would like to focus on the context in which
instruction is provided. Hence, the training
facility and its management. The term
training facility is interchangeable with
technical school or training centers for the
private or public sector. Also, the term
trainer is interchangeable with the term
instructor.
Training is sector independent. It does not
exist only in formal Vocational Education

and Training. Performance problems,
training needs assessment, training design,
training delivery, trainer training, and
training assessment occur in technical
schools as well as in the private sector and
most projects - independently of the sector.
A demand for high quality training always
exists—globally. TITI has always aimed
for the goal of “producing competent trainer
for delivering high quality training”. High
quality in the sense of “fit for use”. Every
training manager would like to guide his/her
training facility in such a way that trainees,
instructors, clients and authorities describe
the training facility as a "good" training
facility. But, what is a good training facility?
In the following, I will provide some hints
of elements of “good” training facility.

The “Good” training facility
A] Successful training facilities possess
a clear objective for trainees.
Teaching staff has high expectations about
trainee performance and attitude. These
expectations are expressed unambiguously

through clear demands on trainees, through
support in learning and thorough the
provision of substantial individual feedback.
Expected achievements are linked to
learners' experience and their learning needs.
Performance orientation therefore implies
a differentiated nation of achievement,
usually not found in (traditional) training
facilities that stress additive knowledge.
Successful training facilities have suitable
syllabi accepted by all, in which imparting
of basic abilities and skills plays a prominent
role; the allocated time for instruction to
be used efficiently; syllabi aim to strengthen
the sense of belonging together and to
realize targets by common consensus.
Instruction is well prepared and targetoriented. Too many optional subjects and
too few compulsory lessons seem to obstruct
progress. The training facility processes a
sense of orderliness and observes reasonable
and natural discipline, so that the atmosphere
is favorable for study. This condition is
achieved best, if instructors and trainees
collaborate, if prevention is applied instead
of punishment, and if problems are
discussed openly, instead of being repressed.
B] Such conditions are most easily
reached if teachers distinguish themselves
by a certain attitude.
Teaching staff are target-oriented and
communicate easily with trainees. They

identify themselves with their training
facility and their trainees. They are
optimistic, pay equal attention to fast and
slow learners and are just to the highest
possible degree in all their actions.
The appearance of "single fighters" is
prevented by common development of
targets for the training facility with which
all teachers identify. Commonly held
training facility ethics that transcend all
training facility life are of great importance.
Continual exchange of experience and
opinion among teaching staff is essential.
The never-ending process of training facility
renewal starts from "inside"; teachers are
the best possible agent of progress. For this,
sufficient training facility autonomy is
needed, proving an opportunity for all
teachers to participate and share. Connected
with the above is a high degree of teachers'
personal self-commitment to work for the
good and welfare of their trainees.
All this may only become reality if there is
no dominant group and there are no faction
fights among the teaching staff, so that
activities of individual teachers or teacher
groups are not repressed.
C] Heads of successful training facilities
distinguish themselves by a certain
attitude

There is common agreement today that
leadership of the head of the training facility
is a major factor in determining the quality
of his or her training facility.
Successful are those heads of training
facilities who process a vision for their
training facility and endeavour to develop
this vision continually. Successful heads
know how to communicate these visions
repeatedly through various channels to
administrative and teaching staff, applying
different methods in different circumstances.
Obviously, the personality of the training
facility head has a great influence on his or
her visions. Successful principals use their
convincing power to gradually translate
their vision by way of action plans that are
jointly worked out in close collaboration
with teachers. It is important that training
facility heads do not loose themselves in
daily routine, but can set clear priorities
when taking decisions.
Successful heads assign highest priority to
pedagogic leadership (innovations in syllabi
and in classrooms, teacher care/welfare,
allocation of resources for instruction,
teacher upgrading and evaluation, etc.)
Good leadership of principals is visible,
their presence is clearly felt and they are
easily accessible to all.

Heads of successful training facilities look
and plan, consult with and involve teaching
staff in all preparations for important
decisions and in the decisions, themselves.
The resulting sense of belonging and
cooperative work spirit has a positive effect
on the atmosphere and consequently the
success of a training facility. In this specific
context, the head's role is that of a
"moderator". Connected to this is the fact
that successful heads concentrate less on
regular internal supervision (even though
this task must not be neglected), but attempt
to draw teachers' attention more strongly
to the expected fulfilment of assigned tasks,
for the benefit of trainees and training
facility alike.
Successful heads conduct their
administrative duties efficiently; they are
good administrators. They value the creation
of positive overall conditions, so that all
"actors" at training facility may conduct
their activities well and unhindered from
bureaucratic red tape. Good organization,
clear workflow and delegation order
contribute substantially to smooth operation.
Heads who tend to solve their problems as
"politicians" (seeking constant balance by
way of compromise) or apply the "human
relations" approach (stressing human
aspects, neglecting targets) are less
successful in the long term and have greater

difficulty in creating a favourable training
facility climate, than those who - in correct
and open form - pursue their visions with
clear determination.
The best kind of principal leadership
depends on the situation. It cannot be stated
globally, to which extent participation of
teaching staff in decision making is
advantageous, or the creation of "free space"
at training facility is conductive. Readiness
of teachers to contribute, their competency,
their intention not to become "single
fighters", their efforts to foster friendly
relations among colleagues and their
receptiveness towards change all play an
important role. There exists an obvious
reciprocity between leadership style and
teachers' attitude.
D] The state creates favorable conditions
for the management of training facilities
It has been confirmed (also in Nepal) that
training facilities under the same system
and same preconditions develop differently,
resulting in more successful and less
successful institutions.
Consequently, the degree of development
depends largely on how specific conditions
are utilized by training facility actors to
achieve targets. It therefore may be
concluded that neither the number of
bureaucratic regulations and interventions,

nor the teachers alone are decisive for
success. Of higher importance is, to what
extent training facility management
succeeds under prevailing circumstances
in forming a compact team with
subordinates, a team that has high work
ethics and endeavours to reach the common
targets for the good of the trainees.
Sufficient training facility autonomy is
essential, so that existing potentials be fully
utilized and innovation be undertaken at
once, based on the training facility's own
ability and will, free from restrictive
bureaucratic interference.
E] The management of a technical
training facility is crucial for success
There are many accepted concept and
terminology regarding training facility
management. Each training facility needs
a certain form of management. In my
opinion “management of a training facility
includes all measures that are necessary to
reach the targets set by authorities and by
the training facility itself in an efficient and
effective way". The objective of training
facility development is to reach - by means
of diagnosis and specific innovation - a
better condition of the whole training facility
system and particularly of the individual
training. Training facility development is
obviously a long term, conducting dynamic
and planned process of analysis, problem

solving, renewal and learning; a process
that must not be restricted to the "system",
but must involve each single training and
be supported by all training facility actors.
Training facility development is like the
strategic management of an enterprise, it
deals with long-term targets and tasks
(vision and mission). That is why we talk
about "development of a training facility's
potential". Training facility development
includes pedagogic, organization and
leadership development. In these fields,
flexible structures are needed that support
innovation, and programs are initiated for
effective training facility development.
Pedagogic development comprises curricula
and the teaching-learning process.
Organization development deals with the
creation of organization structures and
workflow inside the training facility.
Leadership development is related to the
question of how collaboration among
training facility actors is to function and
how it need to be coordinated. There is
close interrelationship between these three
fields of training facility development.
Structures and programs are basic
requirements for effective training facility
management; but programs need to be
implemented. Hence, there is need for
operational training facility management

that deals with the implementation of
programs and the daily routine. Training
facility management comprises activities
about training facility administration,
curricula, the teaching-learning process, the
attitude of teachers and the concrete
formation of organizational flows.
Monitoring/evaluation and quality
controlling relate to all measures meant to
safeguard the achievement of targets, the
effectiveness, and the quality of insurrection.
No doubt, interrelations exist between all
the above, as well. Therefore, training
facility development encompasses all these
elements in an integrated way.
E] And what I also want to say
I wish TITI, its staff and management, a
prosperous future. I would be happy to see
that TITI is also in the future driven by
effective management and leadership. TITI
has the experience and expertise necessary
to push training facilities in Nepal and
beyond to design and implement training
facility management and leadership for
better performance.

Today and tomorrow!!
Nepal, 4th of March, 2017

1. Background
I would like to start by referring to two
worthy statements:
Harry S. Truman, 33rd President of the
United States who said, “Men make history
and not the other way around. In periods
where there is no leadership, society stands
still. Progress occurs when courageous,
skillful leaders seize the opportunity to
change things for the better.”
Benjamin Franklin, a diplomat, scientist,
inventor and one of the founding fathers of
the United States who said, “If you would
not be forgotten, as soon as you are dead
and rotten, either write things worth
reading, or do things worth the writing”.
In my four decades of work experience in
and out of the country – both the quotes
above have contributed a lot to place me
where I am today. Truly to emphasize here,
the first quote always guided and motivated
me to focus on self-dedication, gain and

apply skills that bring changes, and strive
to lead with courage. Equally, the second
quote always inspired me to do things which
is worthwhile and which can also be a lesson
for others.
I started my career on August, 1976 from
Kulekhani Hydel Project. Moving on further
– worked in Nepal Industrial Development
Corporation (NIDC), Electricity
Department, Institute of Engineering (IOE),
Dharan, Council for Technical Education
and Vocational Training (CTEVT), Training
Institute for Technical Instruction (TITI),
Training for Employment (TfE) Project,
Butwal Power Company (BPC),
Swisscontact Bangladesh, and currently in
Swisscontact Nepal, leading a TVET system
building project Nepal Vocational
Qualifications System (NVQS). I served as
unit head and middle manager level for
over 12 years after which I started working
as a manager and other senior level position
for over 28 years.

TITI is an internationally recognised
institute under the umbrella of the Council
for Technical Education and Vocational
Training (CTEVT) that has contributed for
quality improvement of Technical Education
and Vocational Training (TEVT) in Nepal
and beyond. In the last 25 years, TITI has
established itself as a quality brand in the
development and utilization of ‘Skill and
Concept Card’ system as quality and
comprehensive instructional materials used
in training. This skill and concept cards
have been translated into different languages
and are used in many countries. Other
brands of TITI are the short and long term
training programmes such as instructors
training, training of trainers, preparing
curricula development specialists, and
developing training institution mangers.
TITI also offers Bachelor in Technical
Education programme affiliated and
certified by Kathmandu University (KU).
Around 16 countries in Asia, Europe and
Africa have utilized TITI’s products and
services.

2. My journey at TITI
I am proud to say that my career’s best
journey began on January 1992 at TITI. I
joined TITI at the capacity of Deputy
Director, Training. My core areas of work
were – designing and delivering instructors’
training courses; monitoring and supervising
the instructors trained by TITI and the

training staff (trainers) of TITI; closely
working with the international training
experts developing concepts of long term
courses for instructors, trainers, curriculum
developers, and the training institution
mangers were the key responsibilities
assigned to me as Deputy Director Training.
Second set of responsibility given (1997 –
2004) to me was for the position of the
Executive Director. This is worthy to
mention as this was my biggest opportunity
and challenge at TITI. Biggest opportunity
for me was to practically apply the best
referred quotes of Harry S. Truman and
Benjamin Franklin which were my (and
still valid today) path finders and motivators
in carrying out the assigned responsibilities
in true sense. This was also an opportunity
to develop TITI as a high-quality institution
both nationally and internationally where
TITI would be recognised for producing
widely accepted high quality instructional
materials and competent trainers. One of
the major challenges for me was to retain
good trainers by keeping them happy, have
transparent and fair system in place to
implement planned activities smoothly and
bring out good results. Other challenges for
me was to keep TITI out of external
influence from certain groups including
politicains. Likewise, I have experienced
many opportunities and challenges, which
have contributed a lot t to add on my

satisfaction list.
In short, during my 13-year experience at
TITI, every moment gave me a lot of
satisfaction, happiness, growth, learning,
and gratifying.

3. Secrets of successful and gratifying
journey
In simple terms, my journey at TITI was
gratifying. This was possible only by
envisioning, underpinning, and strictly
following a word PERFECT. I truly
believe, follow and share the seven magical
steps that proved to be the best time of my
life during my four-decade professional
experience both nationally and
internationally.
3.1 Planning/Preparation
There is a famous quote of Benjamin
Franklin, “If you fail to plan, you are
planning to fail!”. Those who dream to be
successful must always ask a question to
oneself, do I ever want to fail? I do not
think failure is an aspiration of any
individual or an institution. This has been
the first and crucial foothold of TITI since
the beginning. Proper planning and
preparation was always strictly followed
by the management team.
Planning is effective communication which
is applicable both inside and outside the
organization. A good planning document is

like a clean mirror that keeps you on track
allowing you to see whether you are doing
well to meet your desired objectives.
To ensure not to fail, a well-developed fully
participatory ‘strategic plan’, and ‘yearly
operational plan’ with resource allocation
are crucial documents. These should be the
top referral documents for the mangers and
senior staffs. The management of TITI
always put these documents at top priority
and the plans are followed accordingly
3.2 Execution
Peter Drucker, an American management
consultant, educator, and author quotes,
"Plans are only good intentions unless
they immediately degenerate into hard
work.” To ensure good results – effective
actions as per the plan are extremely
important. For this ‘departmental/unit wise
action plan, ‘team and individual action
plans’ with resources allocated are the key
processes that must be followed, monitored,
and evaluated from time to time. Good team
work, shared working approach, focused
tasks with clearly defined action steps, and
serious implementation were taken as part
of the execution of the plan.
Effective implementation of the plans at
TITI was one of the key contributors of its
development. For this, qualified, trained
and experienced human resources are
critically important and they must be fully

oriented and deployed with clear job
descriptions. TITI applied these steps well
and thus good quality services could only
be assured at TITI.
3.3 Reflection
Third success indicator for TITI’s quality
services was the ‘reflection’ in teams and
self-reflection as well in many cases. As
Peter Drucker put it rightly, “Follow
effective action with quiet reflection. From
the quiet reflection, will come even more
effective action”. Regular practice of
reflection or also called ‘debriefing’ in
training and facilitation – was a normal step
after completion of each event. This gave
a good scope of documenting the learning
of each event/task with a possibility of
improvement next time. This contributed
to reduce the time and resources on each
task planned but not compromising the
quality. Reflection also promotes cohesion
of team members for next time doing the
similar activity better and with larger
efficiency.
As rightly said by Stephen Covey, “When
you listen to other persons from their point
of view, and reflect to them that
understanding, it is like giving them
emotional oxygen” holds true in the path
of success of any organization and thus to
TITI at most.

3.4 Finetuning
Fourth success indicator for quality and
reliability of TITI’s services and products
has been the improvement of the products
and services in team on a regular basis with
a thorough discussion and analysis. This
process ensured that TITI could share
improved and or verified inputs to its
customers and could maintain TITI’s
credibility and reliability.
Finetuning or in other words, regular
updates of any service and product as per
the market change raises image of an
institution. Mariella Fristrup, a UK-based
journalist and television presenter has very
well quoted, “Like cars, every relationship
requires a bit of an occasional service,
and fine-tuning should be compulsory”.
This simply illustrates that finetuning is
compulsory to keep any device, product or
service at its good value in every case.
3.5 Expansion
The fifth indicator may not be often
considered as a success indicator as
expansion, growth, and high demand could
lead to loss in quality and reliability aspects
of any product or a service. However, once
quality and reliability of products and
services are established and liked by the
customers they want to have more expanded
reach with the institution like TITI. Meaning
more customers wish to have the products

and services made available for them. And
it becomes the mandate of an institution to
serve larger customers in the same manner
as it had been doing before. James Cash
Penney quotes, "Growth is never by mere
chance; it is the result of forces working
together." Thus, since the growth is the
results of the forces working well together
– TITI took it as the key element to address
its expanded base and even serving larger
audience not only in Nepal but beyond too.
3.6 Credit
The sixth success factor is extremely
important in labeling TITI’s high image.
Ultimately TITI’s alumni have very well
placed themselves in and out of the country
contributing enormously to the development
of skills and skills market. It is worth citing
here, TITI alumni, for example, have
worked with many organizations in leading
positions on skills sector for development
such as UNDP, GIZ, Swisscontact, SDC,
ILO, USAID, World Vision, DFID.
Similarly, TITI alumni has been very well
contributing to the development of skill and
employment sector in the country with
government and private sectors. Entire credit
goes to TITI and its management and
leadership, its professionals, and above all
its well-developed system that is in place
for long.
In the words of Anuj Somany, who is a
Civil Engineer in Sales & Marketing Job,

“If a college degree certificate does not
guarantee to a graduate any employment
opportunity or job security, then why the
organization certificate be taken as a
guarantee to an employee's credibility.”
This statement holds true and timely if we
tally this with TITI as a college and its
alumni as the graduates. TITI, thus has
proved to a highly successful degree
awarding body to the graduates.
3.7 Take it for granted
The seventh success factor for any
individual or an organization is a state where
one can take the success factor for granted.
This is only possible after the product or
service has proved itself to be in best quality
after many cycles of implementation,
reviews and improvement. However, taking
any products or services for granted without
ensuring quality and sustainability may be
detrimental and should be avoided. In case
of TITI, whichever service or product stood
all the tests can still be taken for granted.
Institution, that has many products and
services which can be taken for granted, is
worth a highest credit.

4. Concluding and looking ahead
I wish to take the following quotes to
conclude my write-up on why TITI is and
should be a most worthy institution and
how it gave me an opportunity to proudly
say, ‘best time of my life’ but even proved

to ‘make it possible for many’.
“Happy employees lead to happy
customers, which leads to more profits.”
- Vaughn Aust, EVP of Integrated Solutions,
Market Star.
"If you don’t build your dream, someone
else will hire you to help them build theirs."
- Dhirubhai Ambani, founder, Reliance
Industries.
"Without continual growth and progress,
such words as improvement, achievement,
and success have no meaning." - Benjamin
Franklin
"There are no great limits to growth
because there are no limits of human
intelligence, imagination, and wonder."
- Ronald Reagan, 40th President of the
United States

Last but not the least, I would wish to urge
the government of Nepal to empower TITI
academically, professionally, and
managerially by giving it a special
independent status, so that TITI could
produce large number of competent alumni
contributing to national development. I
would also wish to urge the government of
Switzerland, which supported TITI for over
15 years to enable TITI to provide quality
services to other countries, and to bring in
more support to further develop the capacity
of TITI. Ence allowing TITI to further serve
other Swiss projects and projects from other
countries as well.
My best wishes are always with TITI’s
progress and prosperity. I am always happy
to be a part of TITI’s growth and
development.
March 2017

I started working for Swisscontact as a
project manager for the TITI project in
Nepal in August 2002. It was not the first
visit to Nepal form me and my wife. We
were here twice for trekking in the Solu
Khumbu and Annapurna area, the first time
in 1999, the second time in 2001. During
the second visit my wife casually mentioned
that Nepal might be a good place to work
and live for a few years. One year later we
were looking around for a house in
Kathmandu, for furniture, household goods
etc. Luckily, we had the chance to take over
the house close to Jawalakhel, where my
predecessor Walter Horn was living before.
There was also a household helper, Jogman
Lama and a dog called Piro. The name
perfectly suited the dog as we (and many
others) were about to find out in the coming
years.

A short history of the TITI project
First ideas to establish a teachers and
instructors training institute came up in the
eighties of the last century. Though Nepal
and its education and vocational training

system was (and as I assume still is) in
transition, there was a widespread consensus
that further efforts in technical education
and vocational training are crucial for the
future development of the country,
irrespective of the short-term political
changes which might occur. As everywhere
in the world the sustainability of any
approach towards technical education and
vocational training urges for adequate
infrastructure and especially for well-trained
instructors and managers.
According to the first appraisal of a
vocational training project of the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) in 1985,
technical instructors training was planned
to be a component of that project. Having
been requested to co-finance that project,
SDC subsequently made a re-assessment
in 1988, based on which it was decided (a)
to co-finance the ADB project and (b) to
make the technical instructors training
component a bilateral project with the
perspective of a long-term cooperation. In
1990, Swisscontact, a specialized Swiss

Foundation for Technical Cooperation, was
entrusted to make the final planning and to
implement phase 1 of the project on behalf
of SDC.
Instructors training was one of the key
central services CTEVT was to provide for
the TEVT sector and for which it was
supposed to build up capacities. Thus, TITI
was established as a permanent institution.
Ultimately, TITI was supposed to meet the
training needs of technical instructors,
vocational trainers, and of school, trade and
centre managers. Moreover, it should also
serve as clearing house as regards to all
aspects of instructors training. TITI was
being established as a Nepali institution,
but with a desire to become a centre of
excellence acknowledged in other countries
as well. Based on these ideas the institute
was established under the umbrella of the
Council for Technical Education and
Vocational Training (CTEVT), with a
special status.
Originally the development of TITI was
thought to happen along the lines of a
conceptual model of long-term cooperation.
The expected time frame consisted of four
phases plus a backstopping support
afterwards.
·

Phase I -- Preparation phase:
Conceptualization, legal framework,

·

·

·

·

infrastructure development and
physical set up (1991-1995).
Phase II -- Take-off phase: Getting
started, becoming operational,
implementation of developed concepts,
construction of facilities and resources
i n c l u d i n g s t a ff i n g a n d s t a ff
development (1995-1999).
Phase III – Development
Consolidation-Repositioning phase:
Phase III concentrated its support
towards TITI on determining priorities,
establishing areas of expertise,
promoting public relations, building a
customer base, developing and training
core staff, refining programs,
strengthening the quality and quantity
of activities (1999-2003). Focus of
Phase III was the development of
institutional sustainability and strong
Nepali leadership at TITI. Phase III
consisted also of consolidation
elements (infrastructure & equipment)
and repositioning elements (orientation
towards more fee-paying customers)
1999-2003.
Phase IV – Consolidation and final
handover phase: consolidation of
achievements, further establishment
and streamlining of areas of expertise,
refining programs, strengthening the
quality and quantity of activities (2003
2007).
Phase V – Originally a backstopping

was planned to give final advice to the
institute (2007-2010).

My task as a Project Manager
I took over the project a little bit less than
a year before the end of Phase III. I was
well received by Käthi Schneitter at the
Swiss Coordination Office, by Mr. Devi
Dahal and my future colleagues at the
institute and at CTEVT, the mother
organization of TITI. My then yet unknown
colleague Dr. John Collum was away for
holidays. Manish Pandey, the administrator
of the Swisscontact project was already on
the way out for a new challenge in
Bangladesh (where he is still living and
working as director of South-Asia for
Swisscontact). Our driver cum administrator
Navin Shah had already proven to be a very
resourceful person. I had to look for a
replacement for Manish. Neeraj Singhal
started working for us early in 2003. Today
he is most successful for the implementation
of the Senior Expert Program for
Swisscontact in Nepal.
The first major task was to prepare for the
forthcoming external evaluation for Phase
III. The results of this endeavour were going
to be a main input for the planning of Phase
IV. Dr. Gerhard Kohn, a leading expert in
TEVT, was given the mandate to assess the
achievements and to challenge. The results
were very encouraging and – luckily – SDC

expected us to continue our work in the 4th
phase.
Phase IV originally concentrated its support
on streamlining the areas of expertise,
competing nationally and internationally,
refining and updating programs. We had a
good start into the new phase. However
dark clouds were gathering over the political
and economic landscape in Nepal. Bandas
were becoming a very common part of daily
life. The political situation was deteriorating
and security issues came up at the top of
our agenda situation in Nepal. Based on the
actual situation and driven by a new team
at the cooperation office the focus of SDC
in Nepal changed substantially. After a
significant budget cut for our project the
planned activities for the phase had to be
revised in the middle of the foreseen time
schedule. Intended activities had to be
deleted and handing over activities had to
be included. The well-planned process had
to be speeded up. My wife and I left Nepal
at the end of April 2006, more than a year
earlier than originally planned. From then
my work as project manager was done from
Switzerland. During one of my frequent
visits to Nepal my sense of foreboding was
confirmed that Dr. John Collum was
desperately ill. He passed away shortly after
my last visit to his new house in the hills.
He is still remembered as a good friend and
leading expert among all of us.

Luckily Robert Jenny, the former director
of Swisscontact, brought my idea to provide
a backstopping phase to TITI to the board
of Swisscontact. It was agreed to finance
this until 2010 from Swisscontact’s own
funds.

projects in the international arena. TITI
training is noted for being:
·
·
·
·

High quality
Practical yet research-based
Adult friendly yet performance oriented
Relevant and job transferable

TITI today
Looking back now, TITI can be considered
as a well-established institution in its area.
This statement is valid not only for Nepal
but also for neighbouring countries and for
certain institutions (donors and
implementers) working in TEVT. TITI has
a clear vision and mission which are well
accepted both by its management and
professional staff and by the parent
organization CTEVT. Today the mission of
the institution is interpreted broadly, i.e.
beyond the formal TVET sector. Schools
and centres run by or formally affiliated to
CTEVT are still main customers of TITI.
However, TITI has extended its services
beyond formal TVET and provides training
and consulting services to other fee-paying
clients such as NGOs, INGOs and private
sector customers in Nepal as well as
internationally. Providing of services to
TEVT related projects internationally has
contributed significantly to the financial
sustainability of TITI and to its reputation.
The quality of TITI services and products
is outstanding in the Nepali context, but
also remarkable if compared to similar

TITI is a public institution. Based on ByLaws (2001), TITI management (Managing
Board and Executive Director) has been
given a considerable degree of operational
autonomy also in financial matters.
TITI’s knowledge & expertise base is well
developed thanks to the tremendous inputs
of late Dr. John Collum and his colleagues
and thanks to an appropriate number of
training staff. Competences and
commitment of most training and
management personnel are appropriate to
the task. Some of the trainers showed
excellent performance even internationally.
Today some of its trainers are in highly
responsible positions in other institutions
like SDC, Swisscontact, F-Skill Nepal, GIZ
etc... This of course is a loss for TITI but
a gain for other institutions, for the TEVT
system and for Nepal as a whole.
TITI has an appropriate organizational
structure. Several management systems (the
main ones IT-based) are in place and in use
namely: Accounting and Management

Accounting; Pricing; Staff Development;
Marketing System & Data Base; Facility
Management; Business and Marketing
Plans.
Research & Development is related to the
core functions of the institution. It supports
development of training courses, baseline
and impact studies in TVET institutions,
follow-up studies and consultancy services
to private and public customers. The skill
and concept card system is a particular
highlight and was awarded the Swisscontact
Oscar for Knowledge management in 2005.
TITI disposes of an excellent physical
infrastructure (buildings, equipment, library,
laboratories, canteen, etc.) which is well
maintained. A system of preventive
maintenance is in place. The Replacement
of Equipment fund is well filled.
A modern system of financial management
is in use which allows decision making
based on relevant information (e.g. costing
and pricing). Parts of income generated are
put aside to provide means to replace
equipment and to pay bonus to the staff.

Are the original ideas still relevant?
It is my personal conviction that TITI’s
mandate, mission and core functions are
still valid. TITI’s expertise and services are
needed, relevant (but only moderately

demanded in public TEVT) and highly
appreciated by public and private customers
in Nepal and abroad. The functions TITI is
to fulfil are indispensable to improve the
quality of formal and non-formal TVET in
Nepal. TITI, with the support of the Swiss
Project, has developed valuable assets in
terms of technical expertise, organization
structures and managing competence to
comply with its functions and satisfy the
needs of customers. Its infrastructure,
another valuable asset, is in good shape
though underutilized. TITI is a model for
others. The Swiss support project has been
instrumental in achieving the status of TITI
affairs and its institutional and human
capacity.
The original idea of Nepal becoming an (at
least semi-) industrialized country is still
far away from being realized. TEVT for
the local and national market therefore is
still in an emerging state. However, two
questions arises:

Has the goal of the TITI project been
achieved?
The goal behind the endeavour was
specified as follows: “TITI is enabled to
improve the quality of TEVT in Nepal.” I
am personally convinced that the original
goal has been satisfactorily achieved.
Of course, it is impossible to answer this
question without doing extensive research

at the level of schools (and lastly in the
labour market). Despite lacking data there
are some positive indicators regarding
TITI´s impact on quality of TEVT.
A first indication is the replication of the
baseline study made in 1996 (replication
in 2005) shows positive trends for the
quality of instruction at CTEVT Technical
Schools. In addition the study shows a
higher performance for TITI trained
instructors (compared with non-trained
instructors). Positive trends like more timeon-task, more active involvement of learners
in classroom activities clearly indicate that
TITI training is having an effect on
improving the instruction in technical school
classrooms, laboratories, workshops and
fields.
A second and even stronger indication is
the fact that TITI´s services were and still
are demanded by various actors in the
training market inside and outside of Nepal.
The response during the trainings and
afterwards is normally very positive. There
are many repeat customers. A majority of
SDC supported projects in Nepal received
training and consulting services from TITI.

Will TITI be able to survive in the
long-run?
There is a saying that forecasting is difficult,
especially the future. Of course, there are

some clouds ahead. Despite having separate
byelaws TITI is part of the public
administration in Nepal. The public system
in Nepal still has its weaknesses. Regardless
of the revolutionary events in 2006 quick
and radical changes in the way the public
administration works didn’t happen and
cannot be expected soon. Hence TITI might
be affected by demands and pressures in
the future.
TITI was and still is able to generate more
than 1/3 of its total budget. This high level
of income generation is unique in Nepal
for comparable institutions and exceptional
even at international level (comparable
institutions in Switzerland normally earn
much less). The financial sustainability in
the future depends
1) on positive market conditions (a stable
environment included)
2) on the ability of the institute to keep
its core training staff and
3) on the ability to maintain the existing
infrastructure and the level of expertise.
Salaries for public employees are at a very
low level especially when compared with
salaries for professionals in INGOs. The
bonus program at TITI is only a partial
compensation for the difference. As money
is still pouring into Nepal more and more
INGOs are looking for experienced

professional staff ready to be integrated in
proposals for new projects. As TITI staff
was already targeted by many institutions
in the past the risk of losing most qualified
people is still a threat.
Despite these risks, I am rather optimistic
about TITI’s perspectives in the coming
years.

A General Conclusion
Experiences at TITI clearly show the need
to have a specialized institution providing
services for teachers training, curriculum
development and management support in
adult education and training. However, the
development of an institution like TITI
needs time, technical inputs, expertise and
money. Significant changes in educational
systems (and the creation of TITI was a
significant input) take time, often much
more time than donors and their political
backers are willing to give. In many cases

effects can only be seen after a decade.

Words of Thanks
After 16 years of a fruitful cooperation
between three partners (NG, SDC, SC) at
the beginning, four partners in Phase III
and IV (NG, SDC, SC, TITI) the cooperation
came to an end by 2010. Right from the
beginning the project was precisely planned
in close cooperation with our local partner.
There was a long-term commitment of SDC
which gave a long-term perspective to all
involved. There was a massive investment
in human capital (trainers and management)
which created a critical mass. There was a
close cooperation with CTEVT and the
(then) Ministry of Education and Sports.
There were highly motivated and devoted
staff involved during the enitre lifetime of
the project. I am happy to have been part
of the successful effort. Once again, I’d like
to say thank you to all. Our friendship and
cooperation will continue.

This article is my reflection of experience
gained over the past three decades with my
active engagement in training, education
and research; particularly in the field of
Technical Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) in Nepal. Quite a lot has
been done and more needs to be done for
the development of this sector. There are
both prospects and challenges on the way
of meaningful TVET system practically
benefiting the target beneficiaries and other
associated stakeholders.
I hold a degree of Doctor of Philosophy
(PhD) in Educational Leadership with
focused research on ‘transfer of learning
from training to workplace. During the past
34 years, my experience in education,
training and research enabled me to lead a
number projects and special assignments
in quality education, teacher preparation
management of training institutions and
TVET development projects.
My philosophy of inclusive education and
training emphasizes on access, equity and

quality of training and education in terms
of relevance and meaningfulness to earn a
dignified living for the target beneficiaries.
Training and education of women
population (51% of the total) needs special
attention and extra effort to make inclusive
TVET for them and for all. ‘Teaching’,
‘learning’ and ‘performing’ have a
progressive and vertical relationship.
Relevance and effectiveness of teaching
depends upon the extent of learning that
occurs and that learning when put into
practice should result in improved
performance of the learners. Therefore,
teaching and learning can be meaningful
and relevant only if they lead to improved
performance. Teaching is a means to an
end. It is not an end in itself. This has always
been the working principle of the Training
Institute for Technical Instruction (TITI)
where I spent 20 precious years of my
career.
Learning is not a spectator event. We all
learn from multiple sources of data and
incidents in the environment. Learning can

take place in the form of experienced
knowledge base, new skill acquisition or a
change in attitude or behavior. It can often
be more incidental than planned. Again,
individuals differ on how they learn in life
and at workplaces. Motivation to learn and
commitment to succeed are the foundations
for effective and sustainable learning
outcome.
Performance is the indicator of achievement.
High performers are generally high
achievers. We want all our learners to
become high performers. For this, however,
excellence in teaching and learning does
not just happen. It has to be planned
carefully and put into practice in the process.
It must be the core business of any academic
or training institution. Research in teaching
show that every student can learn a new
skill or acquire new knowledge provided a
supportive learning environment is created
and maintained.
Learning domains indicate that learning of
skills, knowledge and behaviors/attitudes
by individuals and groups does not take
place in a uniform manner. Therefore,
teaching should be geared towards matching
ability and willingness of learners to learn
and to succeed. Teaching and learning of
skills require a performance sequence of
demonstration, guided practice, independent
practice, process evaluation and product

evaluation. Acquisition of new knowledge
can be in the form of facts, concepts,
principles, procedures or structures, and
each type of knowledge base demands a
different style of teaching strategy. Change
in behavior or attitude could again be a
result of observation, behavior modeling
or insight into a new situation or incident.
Most academic institutions do not
differentiate between these domains of
learning and thus confusions prevail. TITI
has been a pioneer institution to address
learning domains in theory and practice
very systematically.
Didactic-pedagogic principles suggest that
teaching and learning activities should be
integrated and structured in a holistic
manner throughout the cycle of analysis,
design, development, implementation and
evaluation. Far transfer as well as near
transfer of learning require a systemic
approach to creativity and innovations in
teaching and learning. Creative teaching
techniques and innovative learning strategies
can contribute to knowledge management.
This can be institutionalized by means of
documentation and sharing of innovative
practices in teaching, learning and
performance. Small scale action could help
materialize this philosophy of effective
teaching, learning and performance in life
and at workplaces.

Prospects and Challenges
Existing policy of Nepal on skills
development focuses on creating training
and employment opportunities for youth
and adult who were taken out or not
admitted to school, are illiterate or have not
obtained any kind of skills either through
Technical Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) system or through general
education system. The Policy seeks to
expand such opportunities of TVET on a
national scale. It aims to provide skilloriented and labor market-oriented
education and training, expand training
opportunities (fourfold increase over ten
years) and ensure access and inclusion of
women, dalits, ethnic groups, madhesi and
deprived communities from across the
country. Groups unable to afford training
fees may participate in entry training and
a policy providing financial assistance will
be put in place (TVET Policy, 2012).
However, gaps and limitations exist in the
implementation of the national policy.
Over 400000 youths (16–25) enter into
labor market every year (ADB/SDP mission
report, 2014). These unskilled youths end
up as low paid labourers. Currently more
than 3000000 youths are working abroad,
and those who migrate illegally are
unaccounted for. More than 82% of the
youths migrate as unskilled workers who
are underpaid and severely exploited in the

foreign lands (ILO Nepal 2013/014 study).
These problems create prospects for
meaningful and relevant TVET provisions
in Nepal.
The most marginalized children and youths
in Nepal are those who have never been to
school or have dropped out of school and
remained unemployed. National population
and household census 2011 shows that
percentage of out of school children and
youths in hilly districts is 19.6% and it is
30.9% in the terai districts. Equity and
access to quality education and skills
development opportunities are essential for
a dignified living. Children and youths
between 13-22 years of age who are
marginalized and eventually deprived of
education and training opportunities are the
most vulnerable. Recent reports of the
department of education show that many
youths, especially girls, drop out of school
due to economic and social reasons. Of the
total population of the age group between
6-24 years, 8.7% never attended school.
Among these never attendees, 30% reported
parents did not want to send them to school,
followed by other reasons that they had to
work at home 25.5%, not willing to attend
17.2% and the other reasons include too
young 7.2%, too expensive 7.3%, disability
3.4% and school far way 3.1% respectively.
Similarly, children and youths drop out
because of poor academic progress (22%),

help needed at home (22%), because of
marriage (17%), parents did not want (7%)
and too expensive education (7%)
(education flash report, 2014). These are
the youths who have to shoulder the
responsibility of earning for the livelihood
of their families but they have neither
appropriate skills nor access to financial
means to generate income for their own
subsistence. Formal education is an
important factor in human capital formation.
However, skills-based training and
vocational preparations contribute to
livelihood improvement. Economic and
social backgrounds are critical determinants,
too.
Opportunities through 'knowledge
management' and 'knowledge
networking'
Emerging trends of research on skills
development put emphasis on the need for
and importance of Knowledge Management
and Knowledge Networking initiatives for
the benefit of stakeholders- providers,
beneficiaries and partners. Working alone
does not produce as much result as working
in teams. Knowledge base helps create the
synergy much needed among stakeholders.
Sharing of best practices and experiences
certainly help to create conducive
environment for knowledge management
and knowledge networking in skills

development initiatives.
Knowledge management (KM) is the
process of capturing, developing, sharing,
and effectively using organizational
knowledge. It refers to a multi-disciplined
approach to achieving organizational
objectives by making the best use of
knowledge. Knowledge Management and
networking are a very powerful combination
for the future of knowledge management.
Knowledge management (KM) efforts
typically focus on organizational objectives
such as improved performance, competitive
advantage, innovations, sharing of lessons
learned, integration and continuous
improvement of the organization/s.
Knowledge Management efforts overlap
with organizational learning and may be
distinguished from that by a greater focus
on the management of knowledge as a
strategic asset and a focus on encouraging
the sharing of knowledge. It is an enabler
of organizational learning.
Knowledge Networking (K-Net) can be
interpreted as functional and professional
relationships among those individuals,
groups, or organizations, as well as between
collectives of organizations. In all these
cases, the network construct demands that
description and analysis does not
concentrate only on a section of the
relationships existing between the network

participants and network relationships, but
also comprehend the network in its entirety.
Such network can be seen as: a specific set
of linkages among a defined set of actors,
with the additional property that the
characteristics of these linkages as a whole
may be used to interpret the performance
and behavior of the actors involved.
Consequently, the term network designates
a social relationship between actors. Actors
in knowledge network can be persons,
groups, but also collectives of organizations,
communities or even societies. The
relationships evolving between actors can
be categorized according to contents (e.g.,
products or services, issues and challenges,
program information and even emotions
based on the frequency of interactions and
closeness of the relationships- including
intensity and frequency of communication.
Domains of Knowledge Management
Spiral

The 'knowledge spiral' as described by
Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995).

Research suggests that a successful KM
effort needs to convert internalized tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge to share
it, and the same effort must permit
individuals to internalize and make
personally meaningful any codified
knowledge retrieved from the KM effort.
Specifically, for knowledge to be made
explicit, it must be translated into
information.

Conclusion
Technical Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) provisions in Nepal are
scattered and often uncoordinated. Technical
Training Providers (TTPs) do not have a
common platform for sharing their problems
and issues and for finding solutions to the
identified problems. Lack of baseline data
and effective Monitoring and Evaluation
(M & E) of TVET programmes and services
are eminent issues. In most cases,
stakeholders are unaware of who is doing
what, and success stories are rarely shared
among policy makers, providers and
beneficiaries.
Knowledge Management (KM) and
Knowledge Networking (K-Net) initiatives
intend to bring together the primary
stakeholders of education and training
provisions by sharing data bases,
opportunities and challenges- including
lessons learnt and best practices and success

stories. Such knowledge base needs to be
shared among stakeholders and regulating
bodies to ensure quality and relevance of
skills development interventions imparted
as preparation for or skills upgrading in
occupations that must lead to improved
employability, productivity and income
generating capacity of the target groups.

Need for Institutionalizing the
Initiatives
It is equally important to institutionalize
Knowledge Management and Knowledge
Networking efforts for creating and
disseminating the existing as well as
emerging knowledge base. Most problems
and issues can be addressed collectively.
Regulatory issues can be addressed and

administration can be converted into service
to the development partners and
stakeholders. Efforts that have been initiated
have not been properly institutionalized.
Sustainability is often questioned caused
by lack of institutionalization of KM and
K-Net efforts leading to quality assurance
of skills development provisions.
Institutionalizing Knowledge Management
& Knowledge Networking are continuous
processes and relevant activities should
continue as part of lifelong learning skills.
As a professional organization working
with public and private sector actors,
Training Institute for Technical Instruction
(TITI) could play a pivotal role in the
development of TVET reform initiatives in
the future.

The establishment of TITI was based on
the firm belief that competent teachers and
instructors were a key factor for enhancing
the quality of vocational education and

training of Nepal. Years later John Collum
depicted this hypothesis in his illustration
called “VET - Training Cascade”.

As the famous meta-studies of John Hattie
show , today there is a lot of empirical
evidence for this hypothesis. It is the

teaching staff – individually and as a
collective – that makes the difference.

Some older readers of this publication might
remember that like some other projects TITI
had a somehow bumpy start. Swisscontact
asked me to fly assess the situation and to
recommend measures. This first contact
with TITI was probably my most successful
consulting mission ever in terms of longterm effects: 1. We could convince Dr. John
Collum to join TITI. By that time he had a
contract with the Asian Development Bank.
2. In a workshop with the team we agreed
on the mission statement that at that time
looked and sounded like a posh dream:
“The Center of Excellence in technical
instructors training within the SAARC
countries”.
Expecting that other persons will shed bright
lights on the many invaluable contributions
of John Collum to TITI and the Nepali VET
system, I limit myself to the description
and reflection upon those activities, which
we did together, the training of the trainers
of TITI and of institutions in other countries.
In the illustration above I was one of the
experts mentioned in the top line. As
external backstopper and trainer from
Liechtenstein, who flew in from time to
time, of course my influence and
contributions were limited.
Before describing the Training of Trainers
in the first years and how it got further
developed over time, I must mention the

Skill File System. It is the physical
testimony of the competency-based
approach to teaching and learning, which
TITI adopted not only for the training of
teachers and instructors of technical school
but also for curriculum development and
for management training for Technical
Schools. Regarding the Skill File System
we had three intentions:
1.

2.

3.

Handouts: An initial set of Skill Cards
we developed ourselves as learning
materials for the first TOT courses.
Later on, they became the backbone
of the instructors training series.
Learning method: In the first TOTs we
assigned to each participant a skill, for
which she or he had to develop and
present a Skill Card. The drafts were
thoroughly discussed and finally
approved. Part of this process was the
elaboration of the TITI Glossary on
TVET terms. The development of a
common vocabulary that was line with
internationally accepted terminologies,
lead to the clarification and finally
understanding of these concepts. This
process turned out as an effective joint
learning exercise.
Quality Assurance: As a matter of
principle, we pushed the idea that
trainers were not robots but individuals
free to structure the lessons of the
Instructional Skills Training according

to their own personal strengths. They
should be encouraged to develop an
individual teaching style that fits to
their personality. However, they were
obliged to hand out the Skill Card to
the participants, the carrier of the
performance guide and the minimal
knowledge required to correctly
execute the skill they taught.
The Skill Card System is a prime example
of what nowadays is labeled Knowledge
Management and that only very few
organizations are able to do so well at such
a low cost. For each instructional skill there
is a so-called Skill File that contains the
Skill Card and all other implements required
for the training of the technical
schoolteachers and instructors. These Skill
Files are stored centrally and still today
everybody concerned with training at TITI
has access to the Skill Files, is obliged to
make use of them and to contribute to them.
You can imagine yourself that as long as
he was at TITI, John Collum had a close
eye on the Skill File System.
What were the guiding pedagogical
principles behind our training courses for
the master trainers of TITI? Although right
from the beginning of our cooperation John
and I had very similar pedagogical beliefs,
it took us nearly a decade of doing training
together, until we came up with this foldable

triangle. This small device depicts very well
our understanding about good training.

Worker: The center of all training efforts
is the learner – master trainer of TITI,
teacher/instructor of technical schools or
future worker. She or he should become
both a competent as well as a confident
performer.
Skills: If performance – according to
industry procedures and standards - is the
purpose of training, clear communications
about the skills to be mastered is the starting
and end point. The number of skills to be
trained has to be limited, because the duty
of the trainer is to enhance learning and not
just to deliver information.
Mastery learning: "Training" means to
guide the learners to the point where they
can perform the skills correctly. Looking
from the perspective of the learners, we see
that everybody learns differently. Learning
takes time – some learners are faster than

others. However, needing less time for
learning does not mean that the person will
remember more or perform better.
Practice: Learning implies a constant shift
between doing and reflecting on what has
been done. Therefore, learning must be
based upon concrete assignments and
opportunities to perform – from closely
guided practice to independent practice and
further to projects and problems, in which
the skill can be applied in new situations.
Modular training designs reinforce this shift
between theory and practice.
Coaching: The practical activities of the
learners are supported through coaching
and feedback before and after the
performance. Trial and success works better
then trial and error. For instance in
microteaching the coaching during the
preparation for the sequence to be
videotaped is a great opportunity to discuss
and compare alternative methods. Positive
feedback works fine, because by reinforcing
good behavior you also influence poor
behavior.
Modeling: Teaching is a complex behavior,
because the interaction between a group of
individual learners and a trainer is rarely
fully predictable, despite all rules established
for classroom teaching. Teaching methods
are like different sport disciplines, where
to know the rules is necessary but not

sufficient. For example, it is of little help
to teach group work through lectures only.
Watching top performers handling groups
is much more helpful. Good trainers are
able to model desired behavior and good
procedures.
Visualizing: “One picture says more than
a thousand words”. Although it is a proverb,
and as such part of the common popular
wisdom, this statement is not always true.
A visual hopefully carries the same message
as the “one thousand words”. Understanding
concepts means being able to express them
in different modalities. The effect of training
increases when abstract concepts are
translated into concrete "images" and viceversa: Verbal to visual and visual to verbal.
This also applies to visualizing the structure
behind complex situations.
Procedures: Procedures proven in practice
are helpful tools for performing skills well.
The Skill Cards - TITI handouts - each
contains a guide to successful performance.
Standards: Clear quality standards for good
teaching practice facilitate coaching and
feedback. They allow the learners to selfassess their performance. In microteaching
these standards are the reference points for
peer feedback. Often participants used to
report that they learned more from giving
than from getting feedback. Giving feedback
requires a thorough analysis.

Performance evaluation: Effective
assessment of learners' performance is a
continuous activity. It provides learners
with formative feedback on their learning
progress and summative feedback on the
final achievements.
In June 1994, John and I delivered the first
TOT training together, in May 1995
followed a first advanced TOT training.
Already in the second training we had the
first three participants from Sri Lanka. Over
the years the cooperation between TITI and
the Sri Lankan partner organizations of
Swisscontact intensified. Nepali trainers
participated in TOTs in Colombo and viceversa. Between June 1994 and June 2005
the two of us implemented together seven
TOTs in Kathmandu and six in Colombo.
Moreover, we were invited to Vietnam for
three TOTs.
To train and groom master trainers means
first of all enhancing their growth as
professionals and their personalities. John’s
belief regarding motivation worked: a. Ask
learners to set themselves truly ambitious
goals, b. Give the best support possible, c.
Make sure that they achieve them. It was
amazing to observe how fast and how well
our participants matured. In my mission
report of April 1999 I wrote: Often parents
do not perceive how their children grow,
but the uncle does, who passes by from time
to time. The same has happened with our

trainers from TITI. The last time I worked
with them, was in August 1996. By then
most of them were in the so-called intake
program, at the beginning of their trainer
career. Now two and a half years later I
must admit, these TITI trainers have grown
- not so much in body size and weight, but
in experience, in their way of approaching
problems, in their style of discussing issues,
and specially in their ability of giving
feedback. Congratulations!
The downside of this pleasing development
was the constant loss of trainers. But what
can you do? If you truly want people to
develop, you cannot prevent them from
taking chances elsewhere to move up on
their career ladder.
Growth was not limited to the trainees. Of
course, also the trainers grew. Each training
was an opportunity to think and re-think it
and to refine concepts and instruments. A
significant step forward was the repackaging
of the TOT in a series of four consecutive
modules: TOT-skills, TOT-knowledge,
TOT-assessment and TOT-visualization.
This way each module got its specific
thematic focus combined with characteristic
methodological elements. In TOT-s the
demonstration of skills was the centerpiece,
in TOT-k the teaching of different kinds of
knowledge. In both TOTs the performance
was emphasized through microteaching and
feedback. TOT-a complemented and

reinforced the first two TOTs from the end
side of the teaching process. Reversed
engineering (Curriculum-AssessmentInstruction) is key in lesson planning: When
you know exactly with which assignments
and test items you will assess learners’
performance at the end, it is very likely that
your instruction becomes more focused on
the learning objectives. It is like with nuts
and bolts: Either they match or they are
useless. A test item that does not assess the
performance defined in the Terminal
Performance Objective is not valid – and
therefore of no use. TOT-v is another
opportunity to work on learning content
and teaching methodology. The individual
portfolios, in which all products are
collected and reflected upon, are the visual
prove of the creativity and productivity of
the participants.
A very special and note-worthy experience
was the e-learning module TOT-evaluation.
Many times we had refused to offer TOT
online with the argument that complex
behavior like teaching is best learned by
doing (and modeling) and getting
professional feedback. Clicking through
digital learning programs is not sufficient.
For TOT-evaluation we gave in and agreed
on an experimental e-learning course,
because in this case the teachers perform
the key activities at their desk: Designing
exams and developing test items before and
marking tests and analyzing test items after

the exam. The application itself is relatively
simple.
The setup was unique. During the four
weeks online-phase we had two groups of
participants, one in Kathmandu and one in
Colombo. To simulate the situation of
distance education the Nepali group was
coached by myself sitting in Liechtenstein,
the Srilankan by John who was sitting in
TITI. During this period the Nepali trainers
were not allowed to consult John.
Communication among the participants and
trainers took place on three channels: a
forum for discussing important concepts,
the chat room (one hour a day at a fixed
hour) for clarifying doubts and emails for
communication with the coach. After the
four weeks we gathered the Nepali group
for one week at TITI to fill gaps and to
evaluate the experience. The week after we
did the same in Colombo. TOT-E was a
very unique experience from which we
learned a lot. One conclusion was not to
repeat it in this strict form of distance
education. At least from the trainers’
perspective it was very demanding to
constantly clarify misunderstandings.
It’s difficult to judge, whether TITI has
become “The Center of Excellence in
technical instructors training within the
SAARC countries”. Instead I can let you
know about the contribution of TITI to the
VET system of a country far beyond the

boundaries of SAARC. When the
Liechtenstein Development Service
ventured into the VET sector of Moldova,
further training of instructors was defined
as a project component. Due to the positive
experience made in Nepal, Sri Lanka and
Vietnam, it was obvious to apply the same
modular approach: TOT-skills, TOTknowledge, TOT-visualization and TOTassessment. The required Skill Cards and
complimentary materials were translated
into Romanian language. I conducted these
TOTs myself together with TITI staff. Dr.
Usha Bandari and Ramesh Man Shakya
were my competent and respected cotrainers. Our learner-centered teaching with
an intense modeling, microteaching and
feedback worked again, also in a European
environment. Like before in Nepal, Sri
Lanka and Vietnam, it was amazing to see
how the Moldovan trainers grew – regarding
teaching performance and personality - and
to witness the changes in the classrooms
and workshops of the vocational schools.

should be implemented soon. I am looking
forward to hearing how this experiment
will turn out.

An external evaluation two years ago
reconfirmed these observations. To reduce
costs the evaluators suggested trying out a
blended learning approach that consists of
face-to-face encounters in combination with
online training. Of course we started with
assessment and as much as possible we
made use of the modules that had been
developed for the e-learning course
described above. The training is ready and
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Back to the idea of “The Center of
Excellence” and its fulfillment, I dare to
affirm that at least for one decade, TITI in
Nepal was the center of excellence in TVET
for Swisscontact. It was the place, from
where the organization transferred so much
know-how to countries in Asia, Africa,
Latin America and finally Europe. Although
it has been abandoned by the Swiss several
years ago, TITI is still there – in an
amazingly good shape - with its valuable
services for the TVET of Nepal and other
countries. However, reconnecting TITI with
the international debate on TVET through
a well-focused input could be a very worthy
investment for TITI, for the TVET system
of Nepal and - last but not least - for the
Vocational Skills Development sector of
the Swiss development community.

Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning: A
synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses
relating to achievement. New York:
Routledge.
Hattie, J. (2012). Visible learning for
teachers. Maximizing impact on
learning. New York: Routledge

This is neither a research based nor a
thought-provoking article. Rather it is an
article that reflects my ups and downs, bitter
and sweet experiences, my attempts and
contributions and my mistakes during my
30- year career. I hope these experiences
and events will somehow be of interest for
the general readers to have some insight
about the experiences of an officer in the
TVET system. Further, I hope what I am
sharing in this article will help the staff of
CTEVT and TITI to some extent to work
and take decisions by coping up with
obstacles and challenges they might
encounter.
I was associated with a family planning
project before I started my career in CTEVT.
Since I was really interested to work in a
government organization, I started my
service in CTEVT despite the attractive
salary, perks and benefits of the previous
project. Through an open advertisement, I
along with four other candidates were

selected for the position of administrative
officer on 8th of Asar, 2041 B.S. I was the
only candidate to be selected from outside
the CTEVT and ministry of education
system. The other four candidates were
already working in the ministry and CTEVT
system as temporary officers. I think this
might be one of the reasons why I was sent
to Karnali Technical School (KTS) in Jumla.
Since I was fond of travelling and working
in remote districts of Nepal, I was happy
and really enjoyed working in KTS. The
new places and faces were of unique colors
and taste for me. I was even more excited
when I had the opportunity to work with
expatriates (foreigners). There were around
fifteen expatriates working in KTS at that
time. There was a very good working culture
and an enthusiastic team to work with. To
my surprise, the management of KTS was
very effective and efficient. At that time,
KTS was a good example for those
organizations which wanted to apply the
principles of participative management.

Though there were many challenges like
regularly getting food-stuff from
Kathmandu and Nepalgunj, getting
emergency health treatment as and when
needed, coordinating with concerned
projects and offices, getting private houses
for staff accommodation, getting all
positions filled with qualified staff, etc, all
the staff of KTS were full of enthusiasm
and committed due to the conducive
working environment. Even the expatriates
were happy and enthusiastic. As far as I
know, unlike today, no staff of KTS used
to request CTEVT Head Office for transfer
from Jumla. Despite of the terrible
transportation and communication problem
in Jumla, all staff were happy to work with
full commitment and this problem didn’t
compel them to leave Jumla. Besides the
regular duties from 10 am to 5 pm, all the
staff members including the expatriates had
additional duties in the morning and
evening, before and after office hours. These
duties include, preparing the lands (around
thirty Ropanies) for vegetables and corn
production, cutting firewood in the forest
and bringing them in the trainees mess,
cutting grass, raring cows, goats, and rabbits,
looking after chicken farm, milking cows
and goats, and so and so forth. All the staff
members and trainees had to work together.
As I was passing my days happily there in
KTS, I was suddenly transferred to Jiri

Technical School (JTS) without any notice.
It was December, 1986. I left Jumla with a
heavy heart. I raised my query to CTEVT
on why I had been transferred. The reply
was that, there was a conflict between JTS
and local community. The local community
didn’t allow JTS to cut timber in the forest
for the construction of its buildings. I tried
to figure out the problem from both sides
and realized that the conflict was not
because of timber in real sense. Rather the
problem was drinking water. Although there
was an abundant supply of water in JTS
complex, the locals in the bazar area faced
a huge shortage. The locals had requested
the JTS project for financial support to
connect water for their community. The file
of this issue was sent to the concerned
ministries and also to the prime minister’s
office. This had caused a huge problem in
the day to day activities of the JTS project.
I took this issue to the Swiss co-principal,
who was also the project chief of the JTS
project. I suggested him to cooperate with
the community by connecting a drinking
water tap for them. Unfortunately, he replied
that it was not the jurisdiction (domain) of
the project. I requested him to raise this
agenda in the JTS managing board. He
further told me that such impossible agenda
couldn’t be taken to the board. I convinced
him that every project should have some
provisions or considerations for the welfare
of the local community to gain its support

and that JTS project should generate a
feeling of ownership from the community
otherwise the project would suffer more.
Eventually, the agenda was discussed in
the JTS managing board and the board
decided to provide drinking water to the
local community. This not only resolved
the problem but managed to get JTS full
support from the community as well.
After serving five years in Jiri Technical
School, I was again transferred to CTEVT
without notice. This was right after the
democracy in 2046 B.S. CTEVT decided
to amend Act and write new Laws and Byelaws in line with the recently declared
democracy. It formed a committee for the
draft and I was nominated as a Membersecretary of that committee. It was Dr.
Madhav Mainali, Executive Director who
asked me to join CTEVT in a week time
and work in the aforementioned committee.
It took almost a year to complete the draft
of the new amendments in the existing Act,
new Laws and Bye-laws. In course of
drafting them, I had a unique experience.
Around hundreds of meetings with different
groups of people were organized. What one
group passed, other group used to be against
of it. We used to get very few points that
were unanimously passed. Sometimes even
the points that were passed in the previous
meetings were held on the next meeting. It
was quite embarrassing and time

consuming. During that one year period, I
gained many knowledge and experiences
with substantial learning. This learning
helped me a lot while performing my duties
in the higher positions later.
The notable and admirable policy of
CTEVT was that it had the policy to send
its staff for training, seminars, workshops,
etc in or outside the country as part of the
staff capacity development program. I had
the opportunity to go to the USA for
training. After returning from the USA, on
the very first day, I was given a transfer
letter by CTEVT. I was transferred to Balaju
Technical Training Center (BTTC) and was
instructed verbally to join BTTC on that
very day or the next. The VC didn’t even
give me a few days to handover necessary
documents to my successor. I attended new
office in Balaju the next day. After few
months, the VC had started to hear about
my performance stories in BTTC. During
this time, he had some problems with
administrative people in CTEVT and asked
me to come join CTEVT. I couldn’t accept
his instruction because we had started new
supervisory course and some income raising
programs in BTTC. It was only later, during
the period of Mr. Saroj Devkota, I came
back to CTEVT. Unfortunately, the
environment of CTEVT had started to be
politicized and the performance level of the
organization was getting low. Although,

there were many confident and competent
staff in CTEVT but it was very hard to get
things done and to improve the performance
to the required level.
Since I had already worked with the Swiss
people in Balaju and Jiri, I was interested
to work with them again in TITI. To be
very free and frank, my transfer to TITI
was materialized on my request, not forced
upon by CTEVT. There is a common
statement or saying that first impression is
the last impression. In this regard, I had a
very good first impression on TITI. This
was because of the clean surrounding along
with the well maintained building,
infrastructures and equipment. Everything
was in order and well placed. I was even
more impressed with the orientation
program for the new staff of TITI. This
orientation program gave me a detail insight
on TITI’s mission, vision, goals, objectives
along with the introduction to TITI’s
systems and sub systems. Gradually, I
started to equip myself with detail
information and knowledge about different
activities of TITI. I found that every staff
was well-conscious and aware of his/her
duties and responsibilities. I was highly
impressed with the well-disciplined people
of TITI. The principle that I studied during
my training on human resource management
was to a large extent being applied at TITI.

Despite the dedicated staff and well
equipped physical infrastructures, TITI was
not running in its full swing. This problem
was discussed in the managing board
meeting. The Board finally came to the
conclusion that TITI had everything but it
didn’t have any activities for marketing.
The Board unanimously passed the agenda
of establishing a Marketing Department
even though one or two members from
government sectors argued that government
organization like TITI shouldn’t have
marketing activities, it is the business of
private sector. Before the establishment of
Marketing Department TITI had financial
turnover of around Rs. 6 lakhs. After one
year the turnover increased up to 1.2 million,
in the second year 1.8 million, in the third
year it was Rs. 3 million. After 16 years, it
has reached to more than 50 million. TITI
had been striding year by year and taking
its full shape and size by stretching its wings
to the extent possible. From this experience
I have a very substantial learning that if we
can pinpoint the problem and figure out its
solution in time, we can develop our
organization swiftly and along with it we
can develop ourselves.
Although TITI was established only 25
years ago, TITI has been starving for the
quality improvement in technical and
vocational education/ training (TVET) to
fulfill its aim. TITI always aspires to be a

center of excellence for TVET trainers’ and
managers’ training in the developing
countries of Asia and beyond. Since TITI
always values its customers, it is quite
popular and has earned goodwill and
reputation more than our expectation. To
prove it, TITI has won an International
Oscar Award for knowledge management
and Indian society for Training and
Development (ISTD) special award for
innovative training practices. TITI also
conducted Diploma in Technical Institution
(DTI) program for Bhutanese participants.
Three batches have already been passed
out. One of the very good inherited practices
of TITI is that, it has a regular mechanism
of receiving and giving feedbacks from and
to participants. Based on those feedbacks,
TITI will initiate different measures of
improvement. Not only Bhutanese
participants but also the Bhutanese
government is quite happy with the fantastic
and wonderful trainings of TITI. As far as
I know, Nepal and Bhutan are looking
forward to explore new areas of cooperation
in training and development. The worth of
TITI, its trainers and managers is remarkable
in the national and international market.
Still some of the former trainers and staff
are working in different projects, UN
agencies, INGOs etc. TITI has also been
getting more requests for trainings. Now,
I realize that I should have been transferred
to TITI at least five years earlier. It would

have given me more time to develop myself
and be well-fit in the market. Some findings
or conclusions of my experience are given
below.
·

·

·

·

·

If organization grows and develops, its
staff will also grow and develop side
by side automatically.
‘Positivity’ is a very powerful weapon
not only to develop ourselves but also
to develop the organization as a whole.
Every staff should know the ground
reality that Nepal is a poor but
developing country with extreme
physical features and s/he should adjust
herself/himself in this country
accordingly. One of the examples may
be that, every staff should be mentally
prepared before joining the government
service, to go to any remote part of the
country.
Before deciding on a complicated or
big issue, an organization should
organize a general meeting and have
brainstorming exercise so that different
alternatives of solution could be
explored. If possible, every
organization of today should apply the
participative management system for
better organizational performance.
Since human resource is the most
important resource, every organization
should put substantial amount of its
budget for its development and training.

·

·

Now to our surprise, most of the
organizations of Nepal does not even
have 0.5% provision of the total budget
for human resource development. This
is a pity.
Though building a team and creating
a team-spirit are challenges for today’s
organizations, they are most important
factors to excel the organizational
performance.
Every developmental project or office
should be aware of the need and cries
of the local community people while
designing and implementing projects.
Trust of the community people should
be built so that the projects can be
implemented effectively and efficiently.

·

·

·

Local materials and local people’s
participation should be taken into
consideration while implementing the
developmental projects.
Monitoring and evaluation are the
integral parts of any project. If
monitoring and evaluation can’t be
organized, it’s better not to implement
the project at all.
First develop good systems and
practices in the organization, they will
develop you in return.
Marketing and research activities
should be strengthened in training
institutions for running market-oriented
courses and for addressing the real
needs of the market.

The Start
Large terraced rice fields, some brick
factories, a small unpaved road and a few
small houses far away, this was the
environment I found back in 1992 when I
first visited TITI’s construction site in
Sanothimi.
Hired as Teaching Specialist, my first tasks
were not to train Instructors but rather to
evaluate and to design furniture for the
offices, classrooms and the library. Shame
on me, should TITI staff and course
participants not be happy with the heavy
chairs and tables built in local metal
workshops and carpentries.
On the way to establish a training institute
my international and Nepali colleagues
were eager not only to make sure that the
future TITI complex is well built, furnished
and equipped but also to offer the first
training course for instructors of CTEVT’s
Technical Schools. At that time, we were
based in temporary offices in New

Baneshwor, Kathmandu.

The First Course
Expectations and tension were high at the
opening ceremony of the first official TITI
course offered in rented facilities in
Jawalakhel. Long and sometimes also
frustrating discussions had preceded over
weeks before the team consisting of two
Nepali and two international staff were
ready to receive around 20 instructors from
different Technical Schools across Nepal.
What should be the content of the course?
How many days should it last? What would
be a meaningful grouping of the participants
with their different occupational
backgrounds in metal work, health,
plumbing, agriculture, construction,
carpentry, electrical installation? What
would be the appropriate instructional
methods to make the training effective and
a real positive learning experience for the
participants? At that time, basically no
resources were available besides a few
books and everybody else’s professional

background, expertise and experience. This
was also the reason why we thought the
participants should be grouped in those with
a technical profession and those with a
background in natural science.
All the questions we raised and the concerns
we had while developing the first course
and its methodology for participants from
many different trades became obsolete when
late Dr. John Collum presented a concept
based on four pillars a well-trained technical
instructor should master. The pillars were
defined as a) General Educational Skills
which should be learned at high schools,
colleges and universities, b) General
Occupational Skills which should be
acquired while working as a technician in
the respective trade and then on the way to
become a qualified technical instructor the
two additional pillars c) Instructional Skills
and d) Occupational Instructional Skills.
This plausible and convincing concept has
been easy to communicate to in- and
outsiders and with this the area and task of
TITI, the Training Institute for Technical
Instruction, was clearly defined.

Develop the course offer
I very well remember the lengthy
discussions we had with CTEVT officials
about the duration of a training module and
I believe we had asked the wrong question.

The answer here was not a clear statement
from CTEVT but the Brick Approach
answer from TITI: A set of skills defines
the course content, the duration of the course
is defined by the number of skills, the
methodology and the focus on becoming
competent. Courses or modules can then
be combined, fulfilling requirements for
official recognition and promotion. In those
times a course duration of four weeks
seemed to be a good standard.
The Brick Approach or the definition of
skills required for professional technical
instruction was an excellent concept to
develop course content. Over the years and
I assume still today a large range of courses
have been developed and repeatedly offered.
To make sure that each skill is properly
defined and consistently trained the
respective description has been recorded
on a card which became the famous Skill
Card.

Visiting Technical Schools
An important element of my work at TITI
besides coaching Master Trainers,
developing and implementing courses were
the follow-up visits at CTEVT Technical
Schools. What an exciting experience to
travel to places such as Lahan, Dhankuta,
Jiri, Rapti, Nepalgunj, Jumla and Seti. Not
only was it important for us who were
working in nice and well-equipped premises

at TITI in Sanothimi to see and to learn
about the teaching environment of technical
instructors in their Technical School but
also to share on-site their experiences while
taking the responsibility to work with young
people eager to learn a profession. The visits
were critical to reassure that skills learned
at TITI can be transferred to the Technical
Schools and also to give TITI Master
Trainers an insight of the real working
environment and conditions of TITI
clientele. This contributed to lively
discussions about realistic teaching and
learning opportunities and increased the
credibility of the Master Trainers.

organisations such as Swisscontact
successfully applied them in Vietnam,
Albania, Kosovo, Benin, Burkina Faso,
Mali, Uganda and Ecuador. I am sure that
the list can be extended. In times where
everybody asks about impact, I believe TITI
is a great example of what can be achieved,
if people with a spirit of openness,
commitment and eagerness to continuously
develop themselves and work together
towards achieving a common goal.

Spreading Know-how

What a pleasure to see TITI in full operation
in 2014, when I had the chance to visit the
institution after many years and where I
met “my” former Master Trainer Trainees
in responsible positions.

When it comes to technical instruction,
TITI has been an incredible place for
developing know-how and human resources
with an impressive outreach. Concepts,
methodologies, instruments, instructional
material have been and continue to be used
internationally. From what I know

My sincere congratulations to all those who
have contributed to develop and make TITI
what it is today, a well-recognized place
for a large range of organisations asking
for professional training to develop their
staff.

Looking back at my time at TITI as a
learning specialist from 1997 to 2001, fond
memories come back. I remember a highly
stimulating working environment with
outstanding personalities - international and
local ones. Just to mention two – Usha
Bandari and John Collum.
When I arrived in Nepal, TITI already had
developed an excellent training for teachers
working in vocational schools. The skill
card / skill file approached with its
competency orientation was convincing.
My task was to add another component –
a learner orientation. This shift from
teaching to learning was the focus during
my time at TITI. I designed and
implemented a one month training about
learning. A learner orientation also leads to
a shift in teaching – from the sage on the
stage to the guide on the side. In this new
role teachers need more facilitating skills.
Thus, a one month training in facilitation

and moderation was initiated, designed and
implemented. Together with the introduction
of these new courses, I had to write a series
of skill cards and support our trainers at
TITI in writing their own skill cards. The
coaching of my local trainer colleagues was
another important part of my work. Taking
learner orientation seriously includes the
freedom of the learners to direct their own
learning at least partly. To support this
endeavour the existing library was converted
into a learning resource centre with a
computer room. Different workshops with
software trainings helped our trainers at
TITI to develop their ICT competencies
and to offer short-term trainings for
customers.
What still impresses me most in retro
perspective is the impact of TITI geographically and over time - in teaching,
learning, training but also management.

To highlight this point let me start with a
personal anecdote. In the year 2000 I was
invited to conduct a training of trainers in
Mali and Burkina Faso in Africa. At the
airport in Kathmandu, the passport control
officer checked my visa for Burkina Faso
and wondered about the capital of this
country which was foreign to him. When I
pronounced the name - Ouagadougou – he
looked at me with big eyes and a roaring
laughter. Colleagues of his joined us and
all of them tried to pronounce the name in
disbelief. 24 hours later a similar situation
in Burkina Faso at the immigration there.
They never had heard about Nepal. When
I tried to explain that this was the country
with the highest mountain on earth – 8848
meters – they looked at me very sceptically.
An immigration officer challenged me that
he had seen the highest mountain himself
- Mont Nimba (1752 m) - on a trip to the
neighbouring country Guinea. Till the end,
he was convinced that I was pulling his leg.

Back in Switzerland I published a book
about learning based on material developed
at TITI for Swiss teachers. A couple of
years later I had the opportunity to help
setting up a training centre for teaching and
learning in higher education at the
University of Teacher Education Zurich.
The main reason for my employment was
my expertise in competency-based teaching
based on my experiences in Nepal.

These first visits were the beginning of a
development process in which expertise
and training material from TITI was adapted
and applied in West Africa. It was not only
the training institutions in Africa which
profited from TITI’s expertise but during
my time in Nepal, trainings in Sri Lanka
and Vietnam were already common.

I am sure that there are many other countries
where you can find people who profited
from ideas developed at TITI and even
better – still do! I would like to convey my
greetings to all the people working at TITI
these days and congratulate them for a job
well done! Keep going strong for another
25 years.

Again, some years later I was invited as a
short-term training expert to Bangladesh.
To my surprise I ran into former colleagues
of mine from TITI – Manish Pandey and
Devi Dahal. This year our centre for
teaching and learning in higher education
Zurich started a project with universities in
Kosovo and Albania. Do I have to tell you
that I met people there who knew TITI? I
was told that trainers from Nepal had
conducted a series of trainings there a couple
of years back.

